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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Among the many fine poetical works of Gerard Manley
Hopkins a certain group of poems have come to be known as the
Terrible Sonnets.

They are regarded by the major Hopkins commentators as some of his finest work. l But in spite of the fact
that they enjoy such esteem among the critics, no one as yet has

made an authoritative study of the chronological inter-relation-

ships of these sonnets.
In general there seem to be two reasons for this.
First, many ot Hopkinsts other sonnets seem to reveal the same
desolation so characteristic of the Terrible Sonnets.

In fact,

the similarity is so marked that some authors treat both groups
together. 2

Consequently the term Terrible Sonnets is made more

1 John Pick, Gerard Man1ex HO~kins: Priest and Poet,
London, 1942, 138. W. H. Gardner, Gerar Manle Ho~rnsr- A
~tldY of Poetic Idiosyncrasz in Relatron to Poe icadltion,
o • t'r; London, 1949;Jjb. Ge'r'ard flweyHopkIns, Poem.s !i1
Gerard Manley Hopkins, Edited with Notes by Robert Brrdges, Second EditIon, Wltli an Appendix of Additional Poems, and a Critical
Introduction by Charles Williams, Oxford, 1933, 100. W. A. M.
Peters, Gerard Manley Hopkins: A Critical Essay towards the UnderstandIng it.. Mrs Poetry, London, 1948, 49.
-

r

"

2 Gardner, Hopkins, 329. Raymond V. Schoder, S.
Spelt from Sibyl's Leaves, Thought, XIX (Dec.), 1944, 038.
1

J.,

2

•

comprehensive than originally intended; and the impression is
created that the sonnets represent nothing more than Hopkins at
different levels of fear and discouragement.
Sonnets are not studied as
-Terrible
tionships pass unnoticed.

As a result the

a Wlit, and their inter-rela-

A second reason Why a study ot these relationships has
not been made is the scant evidence at hand to establish the
first requisite ot such a study, namely, the date and sequence of

.

the Terrible Sonnets •
The author of this thesis believes that there are definite relationships among the

Terrib~e

Sonnets Which indicate

a period of spiritual maturing in the life of Hopkins.

For ex-

ample, sonnet No. 32, "Spelt From Sibyl's Leaves," expresses anticipation and fear ot an unexperienced trial; sonnet No.
shows him in the first stages of the trial; No.
his worst; Nos.

44

and

45

41

4·0

shows him at

show him as resigned, patient, but also

courageous enough to hope, to look away from his tortured self,
to take joy in his confidence in God.

Such relationships can be

discovered it one reads those poems carefully.
immediately arises:

But the question

Can such relationships be substantiated by

external and internal evidence?
It such relationshipr.. can be substantiated, then a
deeper appreciation of the Terrible Sonnets and a more profound
insight into a particular period in Hopkinsts lite would result.
For one could witness the separate steps ot his trial and study

3.
with profit the relationship betwoen this period of severa trial
in Hopkins's life with the trials of his final days.

Another

advantage would be that one would know clearly which poems were,
and which were not, to be included among the Terrible Sonnets.
BUt the most important advantage would be the deeper understanding and appreciation of the sonnets gained by being enabled to
read them in the order in which they were written.

The purpose

of this thesis is to make possible such an understanding and
appreciation.
In order to achieve that object the author will have to
determine the date and sequence of the Terrible Sonnets.
high degree of probability these can be determined.

With a

The period

in which the sonnets were written can be determined with certitude.

It can also be shown with certitude that "Spelt from

Sibyl's Leaves" was written before any of the other sonnets.
With great probability it can be shown that nos.
cede Nos. 39 and

44-47;

40

and

41

pre-

and with slightly less probability one

can show that the Terrible Sonnets were written in the following
Nos. 32, ~.o, 41, 1f.4, 45,

sequence:

46, 47,

and 39.

In order to prove that the sonnets were written in the
above sequence between late in the year 1884 and September 1,

1885, the author will have
of Hopkins.
~itten

recow~se to the Letters and Note-Books

These will prove that the sonnets were certainly

between 1884 and September 1, 1885.

Then the notes which

Bridges __ the literary executor of Hopkins--gives on the manu-

4
scripts of the Terrible Sonnets will be presented.

•

A study of

these, together with the remarks Hopkins makes in his letters of
May and September of 1885, will show that sonnets Nos. 40 and 41
were written in Mayor slightly earlier nnd that nos., 39 and

47

were written in late Aur;ust.

probable sequence of the sonnets.

44-

The notes will also indicate the
Thon from an interpretation of

the sonnets themsel,res it will be shoVin that the sequence which
external evidence indicates is fully warrented.
Frmn the brief mention of desolation and despair, a
newcomer to Hopkins studies might safely hazard a guess as to the
reason why the poems under consideration are referred to as the
Terrible Sonnets.
though he did not

Bridges was the first to use the term and, ale~plicitly

state to precisely which sonnets he

applied the term, still no one reading Hopkins's works would have
any difficulty in discovering why he used such a strong term.

The experiences which sone of the sonnets reflect are terrifying
and must have caused Hopkins great feelings of anguish.

Lines

like the following leave no doubt about this.
No worst, there is none. Pitched past pitch of grief,
More pangs will, schooled at forepangs, wilder wring.
Cornt'orter, where, where is your comfort1n§?
Mary,mother of us, where is your relief?
Not, 1111 not, carrion comfort, Despair, not feast on thee;
Not untw:tst--slnck they may be-.these last strands 01' man
In me or most weary, cry 1 .£!!! B2~. I can;,
4
Can something, hope, wish day come, not choose not to be.

3 Hopkins, Poems, No.

4

Ibid., No.

40

41.

5

•
If one relates these few lines to the few statements

Hopkins made about his state of health during 1884 and 1885,
one gets a deeper understanding of why Bridges described the sonnets as "terrible."

For

d'~ing

that period, as Bridges knew fram

his correspondence wlth Hopkins, the Jesuit poet was going
the greatest trials of his lite.
is jaded, worn, and weary.

thr~

He frequently mentions that he

He was bothered during that period,

too, by an unexplainable inabIlity to get things done; but his
greatest trial was the tear that he would crack under the strain
of work and come to lose his

c

mind.~

Obviously Bridgests know-

ledge of thiS, coupled w.tth the spirit of the poeme, prompted
him to call them the Terrible Sonnets.
Though it is quite clear 1hy Bridges used the term, it
1s not too readily discovered just which sonnets he so designated.

Only a careful reading of his "Preface to the Notes" re-

veals what he meant.

Even then certain deductions must be made

to determine to which Bridges referred.
At the end of the "Preface'Bridges says, "Few will read
the terrible posthumous sonnets without such high admiration and
respect for his poetical power as must lead them to search out
the rare masterly beauties that distinguish his work."6

This

5 Gerard Manley Hopkins, The Letters of Gerard ManiiIonHopkins
to Robert Bridges, edited'wrtn Motes and an Introducby Claude Colleer Abbott, London, 1935, 216.
6

Hopkins, Poems,

99, 100.

.........
JF ..
I"""

6
immediately sets us hunting for the ttposthumous sonnets."

The
object of our search 1s to be found earlier in the ftpreface ft

where Bridges describes the

~

source for text of Hopkins.

manuscript, which is the fourth

He says,

n is thE) bundle of ,osthumous ~apers that came into my
hands at'the author s death.
Ease were at the time
examined, sorted, and indexed; and the more important
pieces--of which copies were taken--were 1nserted 1nto
a scrap-book. That collection is the source of a series
of his most mature sonnets, and of almost all the unfinishea-pQems and fragments. Among these papers were
also some early drafts.'

The words "posthumous papers" and '\nost mature sonnets"
indicate the source of the text of the Terr1ble Sonnets.

But

which ones belong to the category of Terrible Sonnets must still
be determ1ned.
In read1ng the "Notes" we f1nd that there are only
eleven sonnets designated as cOming from the

~

source.

They are

34, 38-41, 44-47, 56, and 69. Four of these, Nos. 34, 38 ,
56, and 69, Bridges could not have intended to include in the

Nos.

category of Terrible Sonnets.

Th1s is clear from what he himself

has said and from the 1nternal evidence of the sonnets themselv6&
Bridges says of no.

69 that it is one "which he himself

Could not have w1shed permanently to intrude among his last serious poems."e

Since this is Bridges's opinion of the poem, it is

clear that No.

7

8

69 does not belong in the category of the ttmost

Ibid., 94. The underscoring is mine.
-IbId.,
121.

p--------------------------------------------.
P""'"

7

•
sonnets"
and
therefore
is
not
one
of
the
Terrible
Sonnets.
nature
No. 38 is clearly not a personal sonnet; it does not
contain pathos or signs of a great struggle; in brief, it connothinc in the least terrifying or harrowing.

~a1ns

~ubject
~eauty.

Rather, its

matter is one that has always faclnated Hopkins--mortal
In the sonnet he contemplates this beauty, sees that its

purpose is to keep "warm men's wit to the things that are."9

It

is as if he said, "Beauty is here to cry out against scepticism,
idealism, materialism, anything that makes man forget his felloW man and his world."
~hat

Then Hopkins continues by recalling

day when Pope Gregory, so struck by the beauty of the young

Angle slaves, called them anseli--angels; and thereupon sent his
missionaries to England to preach the same love he had for those
slaves.

In the sonnet Hopkins speaks of that incident in Rome

as a gift to the nation.

"But God to a nation dealt that day's

dear chance. "10

Hopkins then ennunciates that law of charity and then
the problem of how to

~08es

~erely
~hat

~oet

beauty.

And the solution is:

meet it, acknowledge it, then leave it alone, only wish

it be complemented with a finer beauty, God's grace.
Such an interpretation of the poem readily admits, and

therefore it becomes obvious that No. 38 is not what Bridges

9
10

Ibid., No.
-Ibid.
-

38.

8
~ould

~o

call a Terrible Sonnet.

..

The text of the poem is given here

verify the above interpretation.

I2 !E!&

serves Mortal Beauty?

~o

what serves mortal beauty--dangerous; does set dancblood--the O-seal-that-so feature, flung prouder form
~han Purcell tune lets tread to?
See: it does this: keeps warm
~en's wits to the things that are} what good means--where a glance
.as ter more may than gaze, gaze out of countenance.
~ose lovely lads once, wet-fresh 111 ndfalls of war's storm,
aow then should Gregory, a father, have gleaned else from swarmed Rome? But God to a nation dealt that day's dear chance.
To man, that needs would worship bloek or barren stone,
our law says: Love 1h at are love t s worthiest, were all known;
world's lovoliest--menls selves. Self flashes off frame and face.
What do then? how meet beauty? l11erely meet it; own,
Home at heart, heaven's sweet gift; then leave, let that alo~f.
fea, wish that though, wish all, God's better beauty, grace.
~

No&34 and
~h1ch

~o.

56 are the other sonnets in the

~

manuscript

should not be inoluded among the !!rrible Sonnets. Unlike

38, both are undated.
No. 34 is a poem on two of Hopkinsts favorite themes:

The importance of ttself"--that individualizing principle--and the
incarnation of Christ in man.

The sonnet, as 1s evident in one

reading lacks the pathos and personal struggle so characteristic

ot the others in this manuscript.

The text of the poem is given

to verify these statements.
As kingfishers catch fire, dragonflies draw flame;
As tumbled over rim in roundy wells
Stones ring; like each tucked string tells, each hung bellts
Bow swung finds tongue to fling out broad its name;
Each mortal thing does one thing and the same:
Deals out that being indoors each one dwells;

11

Ibid.

-

9

•

selves.-goes itself'; myself it speaks and spells,
Crying What I do is me: for that I came.
I say more: the just man justices;
KeepS erace: that keeps all his goings graces;
Acts in God's eye what in God's eye he is-Christ--for Christ plays in tell thousand places,
Lovely in limbs, and lovely in eyes not his
12
To the Father through the features ot men's taces.

No.
Iboughs. "
lines.

56

is a nature poem which Bridges entitled "Ash-

It was, in its first form, a

cu~tal

Later it was revised so as to contain thirteen lines.

neither form is there a sign of pathos and
~erefore
~ion

sonnet of eleven
In

pe~sonal s~~1gel~.

it, too, must be considered as outside the classifica-

of Terrible Sonnets.

The revised form reads as follows:
(Ash-boughs)

Not of all my eyes see, wandering on the world,
Is anything a milk to the mind so, so sighs deep
Poetry to it. as a tree whose boughs break in the sky.
Say it is ash-bour~s: whether on a Deeember day and
furled
Fast or they in clammylsh lash tender combs creep
Apart wide and new-nestle at heaven most high.
They touch, they tabour on it, hover on it; here, there
hurled,
With talons sweep
The smouldering enormous winter welkin. Eye
But more cheer is when May
Uells blue with snowwhite through their frinee and fray
Of greenery and old earth r.ropes for, grasps at ste!~
Heaven with it whom she childs things by. J
From the above discussion of the sonnets in the
~crlpt

li man-

it is clear that BridGes would not have included Nos •

...
llli·, No. .34.
13 Ibid., No. 56.
12

-

.34,

l()'

.38, 56, and 69 in the cateeory of Terrible Sonn,et,s.
there remain but seven sonnets (Nos. 39-41 and
.,. can

S ay

44-47)

Therefore
to wltlch

Bridg.es would apply this term •
However there is anothc:;:" sonnet which, regardless of

hoW BridGes would classify it, should properly be considered as

one of the Terrible Sonnets, "Spelt trom Sibyl's
The reason for including this poem among the

Leaves~"

Terrib~~

No. 32.

Sonnets

11 that external and internal evidence demand that this sonnet

be

sO

considered.

For the poem was written duping the latter

part of 1884 or early 1885,14 wldle Hopkins was entering upon
some of his severest trials in Dublin.

Moreover, the poem ex-

presses the same struggle and pathos characteristic ot the l!!£-

-

Ible Sonnets.

Therefore since it was written during the same

period and is similar to them in expression, it must be considered as one of them.
Reverend Raymond V. Schoder, B.J. and John Pick agree

with this opinion, at least implicitly.

They do not explicitly

state that No. 32 is one of the Terrible Sonnet,s, for they do
not use that term when speakine of this Group of poems. 15 However they do admit that it was written contemporaneously to the

14

This 1'1111 be proved in the second chapter.

"
15 Pick speaks of them as the "seven sonnets of 18845 in his chapter "Last Poems." Pick, Hopkins, 138. Schader

t~ats the Terrible Sonnets together with the other desolation
lOnnets of Hopkins's last years. Schoder, "Spelt trom Sibyl's
...te aves_" Thought. XIX, 637.

11

sonnets which Bridges denoted as Terrible Sonnets. 16
connect it closely to these sonnets.

~ley

also

Pick treats it as intro-

ductory to the period of trial and as written just before No.

w.... 17
as

Nos.

Schader says that No. 32 was written in "the sru:ie spirit"

~~O, 41, and l.t5. 18
Since No. 32 was written during the same period as the

others and since the commentators admit its similarity in spirit
to the others it can be said that this sonnet is a part of that
groUP of sonnets wIdch Bridges denoted as the Terrible Sonnets.

In conclusion, the term Terrible Sonnets applies to
eight sonnets:

Those of the

II manuscript

(Nos. 39-41 and

44-47)

which express the struggles of Hopkins's nind and heart, and that
other sorillet of trial, No. 32.

The purpose of the thesis is to

make it possible to say that the Terrible Sonnets indicate a definite spiritual maturing in Hopkins.

Since this can not be said

unless the date and sequence of the sonnets be determined, the
problem of the thesis will be to show first, that the sonnets
were written during the period extending from the latter part of

1884 to September 1, 1885; and secondly, th@t the sequence of the
lonnets is:

Nos. 32, 40,

41, 44, 45, 46, 47,

16 Pick, Hopkins, 141.
Leaves," Thought, XIX, 631.
17

Pick, Hopkins,

and 39.

Schoder, "Spelt from Sibyl's

143-4.

18 Schoder, "Spelt,1I Thou@F., 638.

12
41

The method to be followed in showing this will be:

,irs t , to determine from external evidence the period in which
the

etJ nnets

were written; secondly, to determine the sequence

.hich external evidence indicates; thirdly, to indicate the sequence which the internal evidence of the poems supports; and,

finally, to summarize the findings of the thesis.

With that said, let us turn to the problem of determining the approximate date of the Terrible Sonnets.

CHAPTER II
THE APPROXIMATE DATE OF THE
TERRIBLE SONNETS

It is quite possible by means or the correspondence,
the Note-Books, and sonnetsor Hopkins together with Bridges's
notes on the manuscripts or the sonnets to determine the approxite date of the sonnets and their sequence.,

For, to begin with.

there are only nine undated sonnets in Hopkinsts entire output;
this fact together with the

rema~ks

in his letters about sonnets

blch were "written in blood" or which Ca!:1e "unbidden and against
will" is very helpful.

For of the nine undated sonnets, sav-

well be judged to have came "unbidden and against" his
to have been "written in blood."

Thus the sonnets which

great personal struggle and show a high deeree of inspiration would, ceteris Earibus, correctly be dated by the letters
describinG such sonnets.
Another factor supplied by external evidence which also
Ips to determine the dates of the sonnets is the principle Hopins followed in dating his poems.

According to Bridges he

dated his poems rrom their inception, and however much he

13

~-.~------------------~
41

revised a poen he would date his recast as his first draft."l
1'herefor6 , if some sonnets have qualities corresponding to remarks found in Hopkir:.s t s letters" we can be sure that those sonnets were written prior to tho date of those letters.
A final factor aiding us in determining the dates and
sequence of the sonnets is the degree of revision found in some
of the poems.

Some poems in the manuscript give very few signs

of revision; others give many.

When this observation is referred

to the fact that some sonnets ca."!le to Hopkins "unbidden and
against" his will, i.e., that the inspiration was so clear and
forceful that he had little difficulty fitting it into the sonnet form, then we can safely conclude that the unrevised poems
ere written prior to the letter which speaks about "unbidden"
sonnets.
In this chapter, however, just one problem will be
treated, viz., the determining of the apprOXimate date of the
lonnets.

The problem of the sequence of the sonnets .from exter-

nal evidence will be treated in th.e following chapter.
Of the eigb.t sonnets considered in this thesis, only
one, No. 39, has a date.

That poenl was written while Hopkins was

Vacationing at Clongowes in August of 1885.
the poem reads: "Clongowes. Aue. 1885."2

1

Hopkins, Poems,

2.

~ • .t

114.

95.

The simple da.tirig of

I

15
~le

56

and

Terrible

So~ets

(except for No. 39) and Nos. 34

make up the nine undated sonnets in Hopkins works.

The

last two l'tlentioned have been excluded from the discussion in this

thesis on the grounds that Bridges would not have included them
among the Terrible Sonnets, as was proved in Chapter I.

There-

fore their dates are properly outside the scope of this thesis;
henceforth we shall speak of them and their dates only when

and

it 1s pertinent to the dates of the Terrible

So~~ets.

Now that those two poems have been eliminated from the
discussion, we turn to Hopkins's Note-Books for evidence that
~11l

help us to deteRl1ne the approximate date of sonnet No. )2.

There we find proof that this sonnet, which Bridges suggests as

~e1ng written in 1881,3 was really written in the Dublin years ot
~opklnsts

~oes

life.

Mr. Humphry House, editor of the !{ote-Books,

not print what he found in the "Dublin liote-Book u J but he

~escribes

its contents thus:

9" x 11"J size and paper
(thin]. Miscellaneous notes 1884-5. Markings of exam.
papers, spiritual notes, lecture notes on Tacitus, Cicero, 'Roman Literature and Antiquities,' &c., scraps on
metre. Contains also early drarts of' ~elt rrom Sibyl's
Leaves and Caradoc's Soliloquy • • • • . ese arafts belong to the end of 1884 or the beginning or 1885 and
are contemporary with those or Caradoc's Soliloquy.4
An unbound book of same (about

-

3 Ibid •• 51.

"

4 Garard Manley Hopkins, 1!!!. Note-Books ~ Papers or
Gerard Hanley H~~kins/ ...edi ted with Notes and a. Pref'ace by HumpEry
~ouse; tondon, 1: :17, J+4:'5.

-

16
41

House's statement that ItSpelt .from Sibyl's Leaves,"
NO. 32,

was

.first written in the latter part of 1881j.. or early

part of 1835 is consistent with Hopkins's dating principle.
Hopkins, in a letter dated March

24, 1885

For

said that he was Going

to send a part of his poem, "st. Wlnefrid" (which contained CaradoC' s
tOI'

("'

soliloquy)~

to Bridges for reading and comments.

There-

No. 32, since it is, on the word of House, contemporary

with this soliloquy, must have a date near or prior to the March
24th letter; for Hopkins, as we have seen, always dated his works

according to the date of their first writinS.

It should be

noted, too, tha..t the order in which House gives the contents of
the "Dublin Note-Books" is consistent with the approximate date
be

assigns to sonnet No. 32.

For the examination papers therein

mentioned could very well be those of the students who matriculated in August, 1884.

The lecture notes were probably those of

his first classes or courses, and drafts of "Caradocts Soliloquy"

and "Spelt from Sibyl's Leaves' could have been done after he had

prepared his lectures--ln other words, at the end of 1884 or at
the be ginning of

1885.

!Tow that the apprOXimate date of }ITo. 32 has been determined, we very naturally turn to what looks like our most
valued evidence. namely, the manuscript of sonnet No.

40.

For

~t sonnet in its second stage of revision is found on the same

5 Hopkins. Letters to Brid es

also Poems

,,;-----------'1
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•

,hest of paper as Nos. 38 and 39 (both of vtlieh are dated AUGUst

1885)) and in its final form it is on the same shoet ot paper as
6
.onnet No.

41·

One's first impulse is to say that these two poems,
'os.

40

and

!~l,

were written sometime near the dates Ei ven for

'0. 38

and No 39. 7 But on second thought two objections come to

Ddnd.

First, Bridges disagrees with that opinion.

For some

reason, which he does not give. Bridges says that No. 40 probably
corresponds to the "written in blood" remark Hopkins made in a
8
letter to him dated May 17. 1885.
Bridges's opinion, ot oourse,
11 to be respected.

For he had the evidence we speak of and yet

deoided that the "written in blood" sonnet was No. 40--therefore
written before Nos. 30 and 39.

Another objection is that Hopkins

may have written No. 40 on the reverse side of a piece ot paper
and then later put Nos. 38 and 39 with it.

Jections, therefore, we must

~frain

In view of these ob-

trom stating that Nos.

40

um 41 were written after Nos. 38 and 39; and therefore we cannot
lay that they were written in August or later of 1885.
The

evidence that does help in determining the approxi-

mate date of the sonnets 1s found 1n the letters Hopkins wrote to
BPldges.

-

In the letter of :May 17, 1885 hosays, HI have a!'ter a

6 Hopkins, Poems, 114.
7 Ibid., 113. Date given for No. 38 is Aug. 23, 188S.
8 ~.,

114.
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long silence written two sonnets, which I am touching: if ever
anything was written in blood one o£ these w&s."9

are

imPortant.

First, there are two sonnets.

• tOUChing, " or revising them.

These words

Secondly, he 1s

Thiroly, they are express1 ve of

,uffering and are ve1!Y p$:rsonal. for that is the obvious ::leaninS of "written in blood."

Then in the next letter written to

Bridges (sept. 1, 1885) he makes this rather infonnatlve remark,
'I shall shortly have some sonnets to send you, £i ve or more.

Four of these came like inspirations unbidden and against

nlle"lO
~

So these few words here are also veI"Y important.

Dry'

There

more than five sonnets, tour of which required little or no

revision; and these, like the "written 1n blood" sonnet, are perlonal and indicative of the mltferings of Hopkins.

Any other 1n-

terpretation of the words "unbidden and against my wIll" Is out
of the question.

At this time Hopkins was suffering greatly from melancholy and dejection which came to him becuase he was worn out
in body and had the feeling that he was not physically capable

or

his task.

He

saw before he

CL~e

to Dublin that this weakness

would grow, and he spoke of It in March of 1884 after he had been
elected Fellow of the Royal University of Ireland 1n the depart-

ment of classics..

-

He says to his .friend Bridges,

9 Hopkins, Letters !2 BridGes, 219.
10

Ibid., 221.

~----------------------I
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•

I have a salary of 1400 a year, but when I first contemplated the six ex&ninations I have yearly to conduct,
rive of them rua~ing, and to the Matriculation there
came last year 750 candidates, I thought that Stephen t s
Groen (the biggest square in Europe) paved with Bold
would not. pay for it. It is an honour and an openinc
and has :tlany' bright sides, but at present it has also
some dark ones and this in particular that I am not
at all strong, not strong enough for the requirements,
and do not see at all how I anl to beconle so.1.l
Then after he had been at the Royal University for
quite some time, he wrote a more complete description of his suf-

terings to A. W. M. Baillie on April

24.

1885. He said,

The melancholy I have all my 11fe been subject to
become of late years not indeed more intense in
its fits but rather more distributed, constant, and
crippling. one, the lightest but a very inconvenient
fOIll'lof it, Is daily anxiety about work to be done,
which makes me break oft or never finish all that lies
outside that work. It is useless to write more on this:
when I am at the worst, though my judgment is never affected, my state Is much like madness. I see no ground
for thinking I shall ever get over it or ever succeed
in doing anYl~ing that is not forced on me to do of any
consequence,
has

~hough

the suffering described here is very great, yet

one must remember that the tldaily anxiety" i8 the lightest form

or his trial.

So. though he seems to be telling much about him-

lelt, he is in reality hiding same of his suffering.

A month later he wrote to Bridges again and complained
11

-

Ibid." 190.

12 Gerard Manley Hopkins, Further Letters of Gerard
!!nley HOtkins Inc1udins IUs corresEondenee witn coveiirOf Pat~~. ad! ed wi £li !totes a.rur-an IntrOdUctIon byClau<le Co leer
ott, London, 1938, 109-10.

il
II
I

I

I
I,
I
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Ii

,I
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of thiS sadness and its resemblance to madness.
think my fits of sadness resemble madness.

•
He says, ttI

Change is the only

re l1ef and that I seldom get."l3

From these few remarks concerning his health it is
quite clear that there was but one thing to which Hopkins reacted
with all his powers.

It was not his classes; they did not re-

ceive his enthusiasm, nor did the many projects lying outside the
requirements of his classwork.

Rather, he was preoccupied and

excessively aware of his own misearble feelings.

Nothing was

.ore in the forefront of his consciousness.
Since he was so aware of his trials at this point in
his life, it is most improbable that the four sonnets referred to
as "unbidden and against my will" could be about anything other
~

himself and his trials.

It is unimaginable that a man in

his condl tlon should be suddenly so inspired that four sonnets

on nature or some other topic should come to him out of the blue.

On the other hand, that he should easily and vividly
express himself and hi 8 sufferings, even though he dId not want
to,.is in accord with the laws of psychology and our own exper1ence.

It is most natural for one to tind expression tor thoughts

and. feelings one has experienced over a long space of time.

So

also, who has not at one time in his lifo found himself express-

ing feelings which, in a period of calm, he would never think of

13

Ho~lri,.ns,

Letters to Bridges. 216.
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utterinf,?

,0nnets

•

Therefore, we must conclude that Hopkins wrote seven

during the spring and summer of 1885; and we rilUst also

conclude that these sormets are in their content very personal
and indicative of the suffering Hopkins was experiencing at that
t1me •

The next question to be answered is:
fore follow that the May
dated sonnets?
lonnets Nos.

48,

~~d

Does it there-

September letters refer to tho un-

Is it not possible that those letters refer to

50, 51?

For in each of those poons there are

lines manifesting great suffering and great love of God.

For

.xample, in No. 48 there is the exclamation ItAway grief's gasping, joyless days, dejectlon."14

the letters of 1884 and 1885.

certainly that is an echo ot

Then in the sormet No. 50 we find

these lines =
Thou art indeed just,
With thee; but, sir,
Why do sinners' wfi,ys
Disappointment all I

Lord, if I contend
so what I plead 1s
prosper? and why must
endeavour ena1

• • • 0• thou
• • •lord
• • of
• •life,
• • •send
• • my
• • roots
• • •rain.
• ·15
Mine,
ObViously, those lines express his dejection, his resignation to
God's will, his prayerfulness.

His dejection, and patient resig-

nation are also .found in the sestet of sonnet No. 51 which reads:
Sweet .fire the sire o.f muse, my soul needs thiS)
I want the one rapture of an inspiration.

14

Hopkins .. ~,oems, No.

15

~ ••

No. 50

48.

o then it in

•

lagging lines you miss
The roll. the rise, the carol, the creation,
My winter world, that scarcely breathes that blisS 16
Now, yields you, with some sighs, our explanation.
At

flr~t

my

sight the above objection seems very formid-

able, but it can be answered.

Per the above quoted lines are

taken from poems which are dated three years or mora later tha.n
~ro.

48

has the date of July 26,
1888;17 No. ~'O was written on March 17, 1889: 17 and Uo. 51 has
been dated April 22, 1889. 17 Since Hopkins always dated his
the

May

and September letters.

poems at their first writiu8, these sonnets are not among those
spoken of in the May a.nd September letters; for if they were,
Hopkins would never have put dates later by three years on them.
Perhaps, then, the May and September letters do not
reter to the undated sonnets, but to dated sonnets of an earlier
period than the spring and summer of IB851
This conjecture immediately collapses when we recall
that both letters imply that the sonnets spoken of were recently
written.

In the May letter he declared, "I have after a long

ailence written two sonnets."lB

~lerofore those sonnets could

not be any of those having a date earlier than 1885.

So, too,

in the Septe!lber letter, he makes a remark which rules out the
posslbli1ity that the five sonnets spoken of' could have been

17
18

-Ibid •• 117, 118, 118.

Hopkins, Letters !2 Bridees, 219.

23 •
~itten before
b,a9fe

1885.

In tlLat letter he says, "I shall shortly

some sonnets to send you. • • .four of these came like in-

.pirations u..'I1.b1.dden and against my will. "19

ot this text is that

he

The obvious meaning

had recently wr1.tten some sonnets and

as waiting to revise them before sending them to Bridges.

If

opkinS were not wal tlng to revise them, then there se6lllS to be
o logical reason for his not sending them along with the Septemr letter.
~ter

Therefore the september and May letters could not

to the earlier dated sonrlsts.
In contrlmat1on of tIns it should be noted that "Ribis the latest sonnet before the 1884 and 1885 period. 20

It was written two years before that period while Hopkins was at

The poem is not abou'l; himself, nor does it shav any

r the sufferinGs one would expect

if 1. t were one of the poems

opkins spoke about in the May and September letters.

Alao,

s sonnet is followed by two other poelns 21 (not sonnets) which
not autobiographic or suggestive of sui'fering.
Since, therefore the Ma.y and September letters do not
the later dated sonnets (Nos.

48, 50,

and 51), nor to

~ earlier dated sonnets, we must conclude that those letters

-

19 Ibid., 221.
20

Hopkins, Poems, 112.

G
21 Ibid., No. 36, called "The Leaden Echo and the
.?lden Echo"; ro:-37, called "The Blessed Virgin Compared to the
"'~ We Breathe."

~.~-----.

,

•
~t8r

to the sonnets under consideration in this thesis, i.e.,

!loth 39-41 and

44-47.

Therefore the approximate date of the

~rr1bl~ sonnets is from late

--

1884 to sometime in August of 1885.

~~-----.
•
C::APTER III
THE SEQ,UEIWE OF THE TEHRIBLE Smm:STS

FROM EXTERNAL nVIDEHCE
Now that we have determined that the May and September
l.tters refer to sonnets Nos. 39~l and ~+-47. we are faced with

a double problem--the determininc; to which two sonnets the

Lilly

letter refers and to which four sonnets the September letter reterse

Solving this problem is the first step in this chapter.

After that has been accomplished, we shall examine the evidence
referring to the sequence among the sonnets and determine that
.equenee.

The best way or handling the problem of tho Ii1ay and
september letters 1s to begin by studying the evidence concerning sonnets Hos.

44-47.

For these sonnets, since they are

closely related in the manuscripts and since they have few corNctions, are more likely to be the ones Hopkins described as
C~ng

like "inspirations unbidden and against my will."

If

these sonnets are the ones refer-red to in the September letter"
than it will necessarily follow that the sonnets numbered a::;

1ll4'4-l are the ones referred to in tho May letter.

40

T,h.is is

neceasarily so because all the other possibilities will have been

25

~c1udad:

(11

0

•

•

The approximate date of "Spelt from Sibylts Leaves"

32) is s,ometime between the latter part of 1885 and April

1, 188$--as was proved in the preceding chapter; then of the
other eight sonnets Hopkins wrote during the spring and summer
of 188$, two are dated August, i.e., Nos. 38 and 39; therefore,
1f NoS.

1~4-47

are the onesreferred to in the September letter,

the only alternative is that Nos.

40

and

41

are the ones referred

to in the May letter.
There are two reasons for saying that the september
1.ttez refers to

liD

nnets Nos.

44-47.

First, and most important,

those sonnets are found together on one piece of paper and indi-

cate a development in Hopkins's maturity.

Tha.t four sonnets,

expressing the feelings that these do, should be found toeether
co one sheet of paper immediately leads one to suspect that these
the four unbidden sonnets Hopkins spoke of in his September

~

l.tter.

The second reason leading us to refer these sonnets to

that letter prooedes from the amount of revision found in the
uscripts; for Nos.

44-47

there is very little revision work,

ereas the manusoripts of Nos.

40

and

41

show that Hopkins was

the expression of his inspiration and that he
spent considerable time recastine it.
This evidence sueeests the following argument.

The

SePtember letter refers to those four sonnets whose inspirations
to the poet so clearly and forcibly that he could easily
tit them into the sonnet form and there't.i1 dispense with much
tble

~~~--------------------------------~
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revision.

•

But of the seven sonnets written between May and Sept-

ember of 1885 there are found five sonnets whose manuscripts show
very little revision--at least in comparison with those of Nos.

40 and

41.

Therefore four of the five sonnets (Nos. 39,

are the ones referred to
rather than Nos.

40

and

44-47)

by the September letter, for they,

41,

are more likely to have come "unbid-

den" to the poet.
However, can we be sure that we have all the revision
work belonging to these five sonnets?

If there is a reasonable

doubt about this, then the argument from the clarity and foree of
inspiration collapses.

There are several reasons which lead one

to believe that we have all the revision work on these sonnets
First, we know that Hopkins was a great saver of his papers, and
especially of his rough drafts.

Proof of this is found in his

letter to A. W. M. Baillie on May 8, 1885.

He writes,

Sometime since, I began to overhaul my old letters,
accumulations of actually ever since I was at school,
destroying all but a very few, and growing ever lother
to destroy, but also to read, so that at last I left
off reading; and there they lie and my old notebooks
and beginnings of things, ever so many, which it seems
to me might well have been done, ruins and wrecks • • • l
So it is clear that he was inclined to save rather than
destroy his papers.
letters.

True, he did burn same things, but only his

Besides, it iamost probable that he did not have the

drafta of the Terrible Sonnets at this time because he does not

-

1

Hopkins,

Corres~ondence

with Patmore, 108.
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spea}' of' the "unbidden" sonnets until September, nor of' the "wri t2
ten i n blood" sonnet until May 21.'" 1885.
It is clear from some of' the notes which Bridges gives
concerning the manuscripts that Hopkins Vias ca.reful to save
rough drafts of' his poetical works.

For example, many of the

fragmentary pieces were written on literally "scraps" of paper. 3
Then too, Hopkins kept early drafts of sonnets which are similar
1n spirt t to the Terrible Sonnets,.

Of' No. 69, tlhich Bridges dos-

cribed as "thrown of'f' in a cynical mood, [and one] which he could
not wish to intrude permanently among his last serious poems, t.4
he kept various "consecutive full draf'ts."5

Of' No. 51--a

pathetic poem which explains to Bridges Hopkins's lack of inspiration--there are early draf'ts in

g.6

So also, No.

40

was re-

vised twice, and its drafts were preserved. 7 Theref'ore it is
clear that Hopkins was in the habit of keeping the

rou~~

draf'ts

of his work, espeCially, it mieht be noted, of his most personal

2 What has been called the May 17th letter must be
qualified here. Hopkins began that letter May l'7th, took it up
twice--May 21 and May 28--and finally f'inished it on May 29th.
The words "written in blood" occur after the May 21st date.

..

3 Hopkins, Poems; confer notes of Nos. 53, 55. 57, 66.

4

~

5

•• 120.
-Ibid
Ibid., lIB.

6

-

7 l2!!!.,

121.

114.
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_orkS, as Nos.

40, 41, 51,

and

69

•

certainly are.

That Hopkins kept these perronal poems excludes" the
possibility that he destroyed the drafts of Nos.
that they

might someday be made public reading.

44-47

for fear

The fact that

several drafts of No. 69 exist 1s sufficient to prove Hopkins did
not destroy his works because of fear.

Another point worthy of note is that the manuscript ot
NoS.

1,14-47

is probably not what we might call the good copy ot

the poems taken trom drafts Which were later destroyed.

reason for saying this is twofold.

The

First, Hopkins was very re-

miss in making "fair copies of.' his work,,.s even to the extent that
he did not keep a copy of a poem very dear to him--"The Wreck of
the Deutschland."

Secondly, the manuscript of.' Nos.

corrections by Hopkins in its texts.

44-47

has

This indicates that he was

not working on a paper he considered to be the final or "fair"
eopy Bridges speaks of.

If there were no corrections and if

Hopkins's habit was to lnake fair copies, then we might conclude
that this manuscript was the fair copy} but Hopkins's remissness
and the lack of rough drafts of those poems.-when we might rightly expect them to be present--argue against this.

Since there

are no rough draf'ts of those poems we can conclude that this
manuscript 1s the only one containing sonnets Nos.

44-47.

Perhaps s:>meone might object at this point that there

8

~bid.,

95.
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_ere rough drafts of the sonnets, but that they were lost in
the process of being gathered and sent to Bridges.
to answer this objection has already been presented.

The evidence
Moreover,

if Father Wheeler--the Vice-President of UniversIty College and
tbe man who sent Hopkins's papers to Bridges 9.-was careful enough

to see to it that even "seraps"of poetry should be safely delivered, then it is hard to believe that rough drafts of four poems
should be over-looked or lost in the process of deliverinB.
Since Hopkins was inclined to keep his papers and especially rough drafts of his personal sonnets, since he was remiss in making fair copies of his work, since he was not troubled
by the fear that his works might be made public, and since there
is no reason for believing that the rough drafts of Nos.

44~7

were lost, it can safely be concluded that the mansucript containing those sonnets 1s probably the only draft there was of
those poems.

Therefore we can begin to study the notes Bridges

gives on Nos.

44-47

connecting these

in order to se if there is any reason for

so~~ets

rather than any others with the Septem-

ber letter.
It would be well here to recall the notes of identification found in that letter.

They are as followst

Five sonnets

are spoken of; four are described as hav1ng come "unbidden and
a.ga.inst" the will ot the poet.

Theretore one would rightly

9 Hopkins, Note-Books, xii.
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• ~ect that the sonnets be personal, indicative of some struggle,
and

have few marks of revision.

~ne

With this in mind let us ex-

the notes to these sonnets.
Bridges wri tes,

44, 45, 46, 47.

These four sonnets (together with No.
in a small hand on the two
sides of a half-sheet of common sermon-wer, in the
order in whIcli t¥e1 are here ~rinted.
ey prObab'!'Y
tate back as ear y as-IBU5, and mayall, or some of
::~lem those referred to in a letter of Sept. 1, 1885.
[Here follows the quote about five sonnets, unbidden
and against my will, etcJ I have no certain nor
single identification of date.

56) are all written undated

W+.

To seem the stranger. H, with corrections which
my text embodIes. Were fol1'owseomm.en'Eary~ No
title.

45.

I wake and feel.

46.
47.

PATIENCE.

embodresr-no-rrt~

A!.~.

lI, .!:llh .;;;.c.,;;"or..r;;,.;e;. .;c;. .;t. .,.l....o_n.;;.s
@omm.entariJ

110

whi ch tex.t

title.

~.!I. own heart. .A!!b2..
Commentary Lines 13
and 14, tlie text here i'rom a good correction separately written (as far as mountainsIoon the top margin of No. 56. ~ore commentary~

Since No. 56 is so closely related to these four sonnets, the significant part of its note will be given, too.

56.

ASHBOUGHS (my title). In H in two sections:
first as a curtal sonnet (like 1'3 and 22) on the same
sheet with the four sonnets ~.4-47, and preceding them:
second, an apparently later version in the arume metre
on a page by itsel£: with expanded variation from

10 Hopkins, Poems, 116, 117. The italics atter the
first period in each note are mine. That before the first periOd 1s Bridges's and italicizes the first words of the first
line of the poems.

32
s8v(mth line, making thirteen lines f'or eleven.

..

11

The f'irst point in these notes to which attention must
be

directed is the size of the paper Hopkins used for the four

.onnets •

For the f'act that he was able to eet them on a half-

.he et of paper 1s an indication of how unbidden the sonnets were.

~s paper was probably part 12 of the "Dublin Note-Book" and so
was

9"

x 11" in size.

13

Hal1'-sheet size would be

5i"

x

9",

fhi,ch would allow enoueh room for five sonnets if' they were written in a small hand as the notes say they wero.
The next point to note is that N'os.

44-47

have been

corrected, but the corrections were so few and small that they

were able to be made right in the manUscript, small as it was,
and did not require that Hopkins make another draft

poems.

ot any of the

Ce rtainly, that is what Bridges's remarks indicate J for

m describing the poems, the greatest revision he refers to is io
No. 47--a recast of lines 13 and ll~.

O.f the other poems all he

can note is "H, with corrections text ernbodies" or "as

45."

'l'heretore it l'llUst be concluded that a very clear and .forceful

12

House in the "Preface" to the Note-Books, xxxi,

1&18, "There is a page of the notes in the nub!!o book .for a ser-

mon ••• dated 'Aug. 2.

'851"

He then explains in a footnote

that this page was torn out and preserved loose. Thus we know
that Hopkins used 9" x 11" paper .for his sermons. House also

atates in the same footnote that the pages .following the sermon
were torn out and missing. One o.f these was probably used
01' Nos. 44-47 .. which WEnte written on "sermon-paper" 1n 1885.

,~a.ge

13 Hopkins, Note-Books,

425.
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inspiration was the cause of these poems.
But with sonnet No.

56 we notice that a

great deal of revision has been done.
the same sheet as Nos.

ltlt-47,

relati~ely

It was first written on

then "an apparently later vel''''

.1onn14_-one which began at the seventh line and varied the expression to the extent that two more lines were added15__was
made on a separate sheet of paper.
It should be noted, too, that this sonnet is in its
tirst version a curtal or an abridged sonnet, whereas Nos.
~

in the traditional fourteen line sonnet

~viged

44-47

When Hopkins

fo~.

the sonnet, he had thirteen lines, which destroyed his

original curtal sonnet form.

16

In revising the poem, perhaps,

he was trying to put his thoughts into the traditional sonnet

torm.

Whatever was his motive for revising, it seems certain

that he was dissatisfied with his first version.

Therefore this

lonnet did not come to him as easily as did the others.
Certainly the racta that Nos.
on,

ltlt-47

are found together

one piece of paper, have very few corrections, and are with

another sonnet which has been greatly :revised--eertainly these
tacts agree with the words in the September letter:

-

•

14

Hopkins, Poems, 119.

15

-Ibid.

"I shall
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,llortl1 have some sonnets to send you, five or more.

Four of
tt17
these came like inspirations unbidden and against my will.
The tact that commentators esteem Nos. 44-47 more than

56 is another reason tor sa:yinr; that the September letter

fOe

refers to these sonnets.

Bridges, Pick, Gardner,

bAve all shown the great esteem they have tor Nos.
al

and

41+-47,;

6 18
they have not exhibited a like esteem of No.5.

~t

they do so praise Nos.

44-47

Peters
where-

The tact

indicates that these sonnets

are better than No. 56, and therefore more likely to have come
unbidden than No. 56.
The final argument tor saying that the September letter
refers to Nos.

44-47

is that the May letter seems to correspond

more to Bridges's notes for Nos.
los.

44-4~

40

and

41

than to his notes for

whereas the September letter does not seem to corres-

pond to his notes tor Nos.

40

there 1s mention of revision.

and

41.

For in the May letter

"I have," Hopkins wrote, "after

a long silence written two sonnets, which I am touchine.n19 A
Itud:r of Bridges's notes for Nos.

poems have been worked over--No.
and No.

41

revised once.

40 and 41 reveals that those
40 having been revised twice

Bridges says of these poems:

17

Hopkins, Letters 12 Bridses, 221.

18

Hopkins, Poems, 119.

G~dn4e~, Hopkins, Vol.

4,

2,

3~1, 352,

Pick, Hopkins, 55, ll~3-150.
Peters, HORkins,

330-34S.

9, 1!9:
19 Hopkins, Letters to Br1d&es, 219.
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CARRION' COMFORT. Autoeraph in II, in th;ree versions. 1st, deleted draft. 2nd, a complete version,
both on same page with 38 and 39. 3rd, wi th 11.1 on
another sheet, final (?) revision carried only to end
of 1. 12 (two detached lines on reverse). Text is
this last with last two lines from the 2nd version.
Date must be 1885, and this is probably the sonnet
'written in blood,' of which he wrote in May of that
year.--I have added the title and the hyphen in

l~O.

heaven-handlin~.

41. No vorst. Autograph in H, on same page as third
draft-of 40. One undated draft with corrections embodled in the text here.--l. 5. at end are so~ marks
which look like hyphen and a comma: no title.
Tha t Hopkins lP eaks of two poems being in need of

revision and then speaks of four which simply came to him un...
b1dden--this fact coupled with the fact that two sonnets show
ligns of extensive revision and four exhibit v0r1 few signs of
revision leads but to one conc1usionl namely, that the May in
all probability refers to sonnets Nos. 40 and 41 and the September letter to sonnets Nos. 44-47.
The next point to be determined is the sequence of the
Terrible Sonnets. It has been proved that No. 32 was written
first, for its rough draft was found in the Dublin Note-Book
with "Caradoc's Soliloquy."

Since it is contemporaneous with

the soliloquy, it must have been written before March 24,
1885. 21 Next in order are sonnets Nos. 40 and 41, and then come
108.

39 (dated poem) and

~+-47.

Two questions must now be

20

Hopkins, Poems, 114.

21

Hopkins, Note-Books, 425J Letters

!2. Bridges, 208.

~~------.,
answered.

First, does No.

40

preeed No.

41

or

cond, what is the order existing among Nos. 39.

.Y!£.!.

versa? se-

44, 45. 46,

and

There 1s not much external evidence pertaining to the
.equence of the sonnets, but there 1s enough to permit one to
give the sequence of six of the sonnets with a high degree

probability.

or

The ev1dence for the position of No. 39 1s the most

tenuous of all.
It is most probable that No.

41

10.

because No.

40,

40

was written prior to

in What appears to be its final form, 1s on

the same manuscx-1pt as the first version of No.

.hould finish No.
above No.

41

41

41.

That Hopkins

and then sometime afterwards write No.

is most improbable.

40

Therefore we can only conclude

that since the manuscripts indicate the priOrity in time of No.
~O,

himself agrees with that arrangement, No.
!Io.

or the poems that he
40 was written before

and since Bridges shows by his edition

41.
So also, the arrangement which Nos. 44-47 have in the

lIInuscripts
bered.

a~"'gues

that they were wr:.tten just as they are num-

For there is no reason-at least from the evidence of

the manuscript-for thinking that they were written in any other
ONere

As for No. 39, the most that can be said for its pos-

1tion in the sequence is that it does not come anywhere between
108.

1~t--47; and the reason is that No.

39 is not found among

,.;-----------.
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those sonnets.
Arguing from internal evidence. which will be given in

the next chapter, one would put No. 39 at least after No.

45;

for

It is somewhat different f:rom that poem and wrItten in a spirit

46

lIore like that found in Nos.

47.

and

Therefore, at nee the

,onnet is dated August, 18852.2 and since it is not found in the

44-47,
before Nos. 32* 40, and 41,
or after Nos. 44-47.

JD4I11lscript with lias.

it se(:nns that it was not written

and that it was written either before

In brief, fram a study of the September letter in conjunction with the notes on the manuscript of sonnets Nos.
and No.

of the

56

44-47

a great similarity was noted between the description

~onnets

mentioned in the letter and the description of

the son."'1ets Nos.

44-47

and

56.

conjunction with sonnets Nos.

On

40

examination the 141ay letter in

and

41

and the conclusions

tormed about the September letter and sonnets Nos.

44-47

and

56

Nvealed that the September letter most probably did not refer
to Nos.

40

and

41.

nor the May letter to Nos.

44-47

and

56.

P1nally, the sequence of the sonnets was determined from their
a~anBement

in the manuscripts.

No.

40

preceded No.

41;

and Nos.

44~7 followed in the same order as on the manuscript paper.
t~ No.

As

39, evidence indicated it was either prior or subsequent

to Nos. 1~-47.

No. 32 came first in the sequence because it was

round with some early drafts of "Cara(oc' s Soliloquy," which was

38 •
fl'l tten earlier than the May letter ot: 1885.

Therefore, exter-

nal evidence indicates with a high degree of' probability that

the sequence of the sonnets runs:

45, 46,

L~7. and

39 (?).

!fos. 32,

40, 41,

39 (?), 1t4,

r=--------------------~
41

CHAPTER IV
THE SEQUENCE OF THE TERRIBLE SONUETS
FROMI:iTERNAL EVIDENCE

The study ot Hopkins's

1ette~s

and Bridges's notes

,howed that No. 32 (l'Spelt trom Sibyll s Leaves) was written betore

0..''-;]'

of the other sonnets; that the May letter of.' 1885 re-

terred to Nos.

40

and

41,

and the September letter to Nos.

44-47.

~lly,

the arrangement in the manuscripts favors the theory

that No.

40

precedes

!tJ." that No. 41 precedes Iios. 44-47" that

the last were written in the order in which they appear.

No. 39, it was certainly written after Nos.
ibly before If 08 •

40

As tor

and 41. and poss-

44-47.

The internal evidence at the poems themselves corrobo~tes

the sequence indicated

by

external evidence.

This internal

evidence can easily be presented by following the general procedure of citing the text of the sonnet and giving its interpretation. 1 In particular, No. 32 expresses anticipation of very

1 It would be ~ore desirable to have one of the
seconding these interpretations, yet this is impossible.
Or either the critic is untrustworthy--as Pick is--or he has
~oth1ng to say concerning the sequence ot the sonnets, which is
rue of Peters and Gardner. Pick, f.'or example, even though he
Cp~ltics

39

•

,e vere trials} No. 40 the first experience 01.' those trials and
,uperficial recovery from that experience.

No.

41

indicates

intense struggle and the very depths of fear and desolation.
JOS.

44

4.5

and

are seen to express deep suffering coupled with

and patience--signs that Hopkins has matured and that

~s1gnation

those poems were Yiritten after Nos. 32. 40. and
NOS.

39. !l-6, and

bUt a:'30

47

Finally,

evidence not only sutfering and resignation,

hope and confidence.

ther signs

41.

These last three poems give fur-

at maturity L'1d therefore indicate that they were

wri ttCl1 after ~los.

As

~lown

44

and

45.

in Chapter II, "Spelt from Sibyl's Leaves" i.

the first in the sequence of Terrible sonnets,. Now at the tiI'st

careful reading at this long sonnet one can detect two qualities
in Hopkins's spirit which prove conclusively that the inspi:r-

ation for this sonnet came prior to the inspirations of the other
~rrible
r r

Sonnets.

The first

qt~lity

is his anticipation of a

great struggle; the second is his inexperience with or lack of
~erstanding

of that struggle.

The text ot the sonnet is given

below.

the May and September letters, the poems, and the notes to
them at his disposal, still maintained--without any substantiation of his statement-that No. 44 was the first in the sonnet
•• quence. (Pick, Hopkins, 114.) And Gardner and Peters do not
even enter upon the ques€ion of the sonnet sequence. (Gardner,
_kin!. Vol. 2, 332-348} Peters, HORkins, 200.) There.fore, all
€ we can hope to gain trom them Is an inte:,ppretation ot a
WOrd. or line.
had

-

•

SPELT FROM SIBYL'S LEAVES
,.rnest, earthless, equal, attuneahle, vaulty, volwn1nou8, • •
stupendous
svening strains to be time's vast, womb-ot-all, home-of-all,
hearse-of-al1 night.
Her fond yellow hornlight wound to the west. her wild hollow
hoarlight hung to the height
,as te ; her earliest stars, earl-stars. stars principal, overhend
us,
Fire-fea turing reaven.. For earth her being has unbound, her
daPple is at an end, astray or aswa~J all throughther, in throngs; self in self
steeped and pashed--quite
D1src':'1c:"clberlng, dismembering all now. Heart. you round me
right
11th: OUr evening is over us; our nil!..ht whelms, whelms, and
will end us.
anlyL.1S beak-leaved boughs dragonish damask the tool-smooth
ble~{ light, clack,
EVer so black on it. OUr tal., 0 our oracle& Let llte, waned,
ab Ie t lire wind
ott her once skeined stained veined variety upon, all on two
spoolsl part, pen, pack
Now hoI' all in two flocks, two folds*-blaek, white; rigftt,
wrone; ~ckon but, reck but, mind
But these twoJ.war8 of a world where but thea~ two tell, each
off the other. of a rack
Ihe~, selfwrung, seltstrung, aheat~- and shelterless, thoughts
against thoughts in groans grind.
A brief prose translation ot the sonnet would be something like the following,

Hopkins, being depr! ved of the various

Ip1ritual joys of his lite, is afraid he will be too weak to be
faithful to God.
~ch

Subsequently he sees in nature a phenomenon

is at once a symbol of his awn state and an answer to hi.

Pl'Oblem.

Tho

intuition of this sj'lllbol and answer is the

eatha~

11s to his irrational fear; yet it also is a bitter catharsis

2

Hopkins, Poems. 1-10. 32.
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because Hopkins sees that he must detach himself from those
,plritual joys and struggle to serve God without their help.
sucb 1s the prose meaning of the poem.
Now attention must be called to the first characteristiC of this poem, its antiCipation of a great struggle.

This

anticipation has two phases, the first comes in the 11ne "Our

,venine is over usl our nlght whelms, whelms, and wl11 end uS e - )
Here Hopkins sees that just as evening quietly and inevitably swallows up and ends the myriad variety of earth and

.ty,

and leaves nothing but a night of black pierced by the tires

ot the stars, so an evening, a time ot dark is coming upon his
lite and bringing to an end all the "dapple" and variety of that
lite.

This anticipation terrifies him.

To drive out this

t.ar he utters the childish prayer, "Heart, you round me right
11th.,,4

It is a childish prayer because he knows it could never

be granted.

Also, there is something cowardly about the prayer,

tor it shows that Hopkins is wl1ling to run awar trom the challenge of life to the security of circumstances which will not

!Parmi t

h1.Tl1 to have a choice between good and evil.
However, this prayerful attempt to dispel the fear 1s

~ot

-

effectIve.

-

He seems to realize the futility of the prayer,

3 IbId.

4. n.!!!.

43

•
,nd the continued presence of the fear raaltes him look for mother

ote real catharsis. Ue sees in nature
only the beak-leaved bour-fis draeonish
bleak light) blac~
EVer so black on it.

lIl

Here is varioty.

de.mE1Sk

the tool-smooth

It 1s not the rr.anifold and beautiful

,ariet:r tr...at l'uade praise of God so pleasant to him that he could
,lng out

Glory be to God for dappled things-For skies of couple-colour as a brinded cow,
For rose-.moles all in stipple upon trout t~at swim)

Fresh-firecoal chestnut-talls; finches' wings;

.

Bather, the variety he speaks of is nearly the direct appoai te ot

that.

What he sees i8 "draeonish" and Hover so black."

Dot pleased, not stirred to praise God fOJ! it.

He Is

Yet he is glad

ot

that he has seen it, for it is the symbol of his own state
mind; it contains the secret solution to his difficulty.

Its

mtuition dispels his Coolish tears. he sees that there is a
"asonable way in which he can get along without
spiritual joy.

acleL"7

In eXUltation he cries:

M~e

help of

"Our tale, 0 our or-

In this intuition he unde~stands. a8 Schode~ points out,

that "this state of mind he has been in, this drab and undappled

aspect life has worn ot late is a natural phenomenon ot the

:5 Ibid.
6 Ibid., No. 13.
7

~.,

No. 32.

44

•

l ritual lite, a law of progross in sanctity, as inevitable and

,p
ltrestiablG as the advance of night.tt8

Consequontly, no longer is he going to seek the Many
different and varied f'eelings of spiritual joy that he hus 1"re~entlY

found 1n the service of God.

He understands that that

attitude is rebellious, and as foolish as a child's lamenting
that night must follow day.

Therefore he turns to the ttdragon-

ish" and "ever so black" dapple which lIes before hint, and he

_braces it.

He wishes that dU1'"ing his remainine service of God

bis life should be for a hllU a world of black and white, a world
or choices based on morality a.nd not on their abili ty to gl VfJ him

consolation.

His deep love of God prompts

hL~

to make the diffi-

oult choice

ah let life wind

ott her once skeined stained veined variety upon, all on two
spoolsJ part, pen, pack

Now her all 1n two flocks, two folds--black, white;
wronG; reckon but, reek,but, mind
But these two;\}

r1t~t

With this intuition and the er.1bracinG of a life of
black and white, Hopkins's f(3ar that his nie'.ht 1'1111 end him 1s
~spelled;
.0Pe

but In its place is lett a fear that is more real,

worthy of h1s reasonable caution.

For he knows from making

~ Spiritual Exercises and from his own ascetleal experience

8 Schoder, "Spelt,· Thouhh~, XIX,
9 Hopkins, Poem~. No. 32.

644.

45 .

s.11 a priest that it 1s going to be most difficult for him to
serve God without God'. consolations.

Now he is

ware of a world where but these two tell, each
off the other; of a rack
Where, selfwrung, selfstrung, sheathe- and shelterless, thoughts
against thoughts in groans grind. 10
This is the second phase of Hopkins's anticipation, and
it is clearer than the first.

In the former he was afraid of

something he could not even express

e;~.(~ept

by an analoGY with the

s.dvant of night.

But 1n this antieipation he knows exactly what

is to be feared:

The struggle that comes when a man sees what he

must do, yet wants with every appetite and impulse of his being
to be free from that obligation.

He fears the constant elash of

mora.l judgments whieh he knows he will have to face.

The choos-

ing of the right solely because it is right and not because it is

full or destitute of attractiveness--this choosing is what he
described by the words, "thoughts against thoughts in groans
grind."
It has been said that the two phases of Hopkins's antiCipation of suffering plus the fact that he did not experience
that suffering prove that "Spelt from Sibyl's Leaves Jt is the
first in the sequence of the Terrible SOllnets.

That he had not

experienced those sufferings, at least to the degree he had anticipated and will speak of in the other sonnets, becomes quite

10

-

Ibid.

r~

____________________________________I

~

clear when the catharsis of the poem 1s considered.
The exultation and the enthusiasm with which he tells
of the discovery that w111 free him from his night has no meaning
unless at the same time he is anticipating suftering with which
he has had no previous acquaintance.

The reason for this is that

if he had experience of the sufferings suggested in the last
lines of the poem, there would be no reason for him to be enthusiastic about choosing a world of black and white; for the sufferings suggested by "thoughts against thoughts in groans grind"
are the result of his choosing a life of black and mite.

The

choice expressed in the lines
OUr tale, 0 our oracle1

ah let life wind

Let life, waned

Off her once skeined stained veined variety upon, all on two
spoolsi part, pen. pack
Now her a111in two flocks, two folds--black, white; right,
wrong;
is a choice that is new, one that fixes a paintul future for him.

Therefore, since this sonnet expresses antioipation of sufferings
and shows that its author has not experienced

~lem,

it must be

considered as f1rst In the sonnet sequence.
The next problem 1s to determine whether sonnets Nos.
lj..O

and

41

are second and third in the sonnet sequence; and ii' so,

to determine which is second and which third.

The best approaoh

to this problem is a study and comparison of the two sonnets.

11

-Ibid.

r'

~----------------------------------------------------------.,

4.7
N' o. L~O reads

•

Not, I'll not, carrion corn£ort, Despair, not feast on thee}
Not untwist--slack they may be--these last strands of man
In me or, most weary, cry I can no more. I can;
Can oomething, hope, wish day come,"""iiOt choose not to be.
But aht but 0 thou terrible, why wouldst thou rude on me
Thy wring-world right foot rock? lay a l10nlimb against
me? scan
With darksome devouring eyes m:r bruised bones? and fan,
o in turns of tempest, me heaped there; me frantic to
avoid thee and flee?
That my chaff might fly; rrr:r grain lie sheer and clear.
in all that toil, that coil, since (s-eems) I kissed the rod,
Hand rather, my heart 101 lapped strength, stole joy,
would laugh, cheer.
Cheer whom though? the hero whose heaven-handling flung me,
foot trod
Me? or me that fouBbt him? 0 which one? 1s it each
one? That night, that year
Of now done dar~ss I wretch lay wrestling with (my
Godl) my God.
Why?
~lay

Study of this sonnet reveals that there are four different parts, two in the octet and two in the sestet.

The first

part, ending with the fourth line, expresses Hopkins's feelings
of frustration and his determination not to surrender to despair.
The last line and a half expresses very vividly both his feelings
of weakness, helplessness, and futility and his firm resolution
not to give up the struggle.

He says

most weary, cry I can no more. I can;
1
Can something, hope, wish "!aY"Com;;, not choose not to be • .3
But in the second part of the octet he expresses his perplexity.

12

.rug.,

13

-Ibid.

No.

40.

48
1'his feeling is accompanied

by

many others:

.

He fears, he is

••ed, he is in pain because the 'terrible' one is chastisine

him; and

Hop~in8

doesn't want that chastisement; he is frantic

to avoid it and flee.
The perplexity intorduced by "But &.h, 0 thou terrible,
_hy wouldst thou etc." is dispelled by the first line of the

sestet, which constitutes the third part of the sonnet.

To dis-

pel the perplexity, to strengthen his determination, Hopkins
haS

turned to his religion and the symbol of the wheat and chaft

so frequently found in the Scriptures and spiritual writers.
Seeine himself as grain that must be cleansed, he understands
why God permits him to sutfer and to experience such helplessness.

This relieves him of his perplexity and leads him on to

feelings of joy and confidence and triumph.
The last five lines ot the sestet give the fourth and
final part of the sonnet--the feeling of triumph.

It is diffi-

cult to fit this feeling logically into the poem.

It is not an

answer to the question in the octet; it is not even an elaboration of "That my chaft might flYJ my grain lie, sheer and clear."
Rather, it is a reflection on what happened to him when he accepted the suffering God sent for his purification; and its
place in the sonnet is dictated by the logic of the heart, not
that of the mind.
In these last five line8 he speaks of his previous
sufferings as "toil" and "coil."

Certainly they we:re these, for

r;-----------------,
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they wearied him and bound him in helplessness and futility.

SU t then there was a time that he--so it seemed to him--"kissed
the rod," (no it was the hand) of his chastising father.

The

£ilia1 submission expressed by this symbol then gave him the
strength he needed, this became the joy and happiness that makes
the children of God laugh and cheer.
led to a question.

Joy and happiness in turn

Should he cheer God, thank Him for His chas-

tisement or should he cheer himself for having conquered wi th
Godls grace "that night, that year of now done darkness"?
question he answers by another:
each one.

"is it each one?"

This

Yes, it is

He must exultantly give thanks to God for pUl·ifying

him, and he must give himself some oredit for aocepting the purlfcltion and thereby brinr.;ing himself to the end of his sufferlng.
Now that the tour main feelings of the poem have been
explained, there immediately arises the problem that the words
"Of now done darkness" seem to indicate that this sonnet is the
last and not one of the earlier sonnets in the sequence.

How-

ever, external evidence opposed this view on two points.

First,

No.

40

is tollowed by No.

the preceding chapter.

41

in the manuscript, as was shown in

Secondly, the May letter of 1885 most

probably refers to one of these two sonnets, which makes it impossible that No.
quence.

40

be considered the last in the sonnet se-

How then can Hopkins speak of a "now done darkness" in

May when the other sonnets and letters of this period indicate

50

•

• great deal of darkness?
The probable explanation is that this poem is the expression of a particularly terrible experience from whioh Hopkins
quickly recovered.

The recovery was probably partly due to his

seeking refuge in the symbols of the wheat and chaff. the chastising father. and Jacobts wrestling with God; and it was partly
due to God's permitting him. to think that his sufferings were

over in order that further Buf.ferlng would elicit even greater
acts of patience, trust. and loyalty.

Thus the recovery in this

poem is a particular one and is not to be understood as a complete return to a life filled with the usual amount of consolations from God.

Any other explanation of the reoovery--since

external evidence indicates that the sOIUlet wan written in May of
1085--i8 simply contrary to the evidence found in his later letters and poems. 14

There he Slows that he is still suttering from

the same difficulties.
To s'ay that this recovery is a particular one agrees
not only with the last letters and poems, but also with the evidence which places No.

40

before No.

41

in the sonnet sequence.

For it would be the natural thing for Hopkins, coming for the
first time faoe to face with his world of black and white, to
flee it and seek ror strength and consolation in God.

Nos.

~8,

14 Hopkins,
50, 51.

Le,tters

He had

12 B,r146es, 250, 278, 282J

~oems,

~l

•

acted this way and only recently--ln "Spelt trom Sibyl's
x,eaV'es"--decided in his mind not to seek for such consolation.
Instead he would seek only the moral goodness in actions, re ..
prd1esS ot how little that appealed to

~.

black, white; right,
wrong; reckon but, reck but, rnind
BUt these twoJ ware of a world where but these two tell, each
off the other; of a rack
Where, selfwrung, selfstrung, sheath~~ and shelterless, thoughts
against thoughts in groans erind.~~
Another factor supporting this explanation is that in
Ho. 41--as soon to be pointed out ......Iiopldns again experiences
terrible sutferings from which he does not recover and which are
terrible precisely because he remembers and is conscious of
earlier sutterings.
~rmits

that No.

40

Theretore, since neither external evidence
be considered last in the sonnet sequence,

nor internal evidence favors such a consideration, the only remaining conclusion is that the poem was written before sonnets
Nos.

~+-47

and represents a temporary recovery trom desolation.
This conclusion leads to the next difficulty of the

aequence problem.

Does No.

41

precede Nos.

was it written betore or after No. 401

41

44-47,

and if so,

The interpretation of No.

makes it quite clear that this sonnet is prior to Nos.

and subsequent to No. 4.0.

No.

41

44-47

reads

No wo~st, there is none. Pitched past pitch o£ grief,
liIore pangs will, SChooled a.t forepangs, wilder wring.

-

-

15 Hopkins, Poems, No. ,32.
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•

Comforter, where, where 1s your comforting?
1lfary, mother or us, where is your relier?
My cries heave, herds-long; huddle in a main, achier
Woe, world-sorrow; on an age-old anvil wince and sing-Then lull, then leave ofr. Fury had shrieked fNo lingeringt Let me be fell: force I must be brieft.

o the mind, mind has mountains; cliffs of tall
Frightful, sheer, no-man-tathomed. Hold them cheap
May who ne t er hung there. Nor does long our small
Durance deal with that steep or deep. Herel creep
wretch, under a comfort serves in a whirlwind: a1
Life death does end and each day dies with sleep.

16

In this sonnet Hopkins gives an intimate and accurate
~velation

of the terrible sufferings he is experiencing, and

is all.

~at

The poem expresses pain rrom its first line to its

Nowhere, neither from creature nor frollt Creator is the

last.

poet able to find relief.

The first line points to a comparison.

Hopkins's suf-

ferings, which suggest excruciating physical pain, are not only
~rous,

a~

but the grief they cause him is increased because they

pangs "schooled at forepangs."

The memory of those earlier

sufferings is now present to him and increases his present suftering.

That is why he cries out that they "wilder wring."
He is impatient with this continued grief, and like a

Child, thinks only of his pain and the persons who can relieve
it.

He runs to them crying
Comforter, where, where is your comforting?

-

-

16

~., No.

41.

r;-------------.
5.3
Mary, mother of us, where is your relief?17

•

Receiving no answer, receivinc no relief, he is left to his
xn!serable self.

He contempla tea his cries for help and sees

that they are centered in one source.

It is his chief woe, it is

the cause of the worldts sorrow, it ls self.

He sees that his

cries sprinG from him as he is beaten on an age-old anvIl.

He

sees that they rise and fall, lull and leave off with the rhythm
of the smith's hammer that is forging hiL.
It Is his unpurified self.

blows?

What is the anvil?

Who is the smith?

God.

What are His

They al:'9 the withdrawals of God's help which leave him

struggling against his evil tendencies to attain moral cood.
Such an interpretation of
My cries heaVE, herds-long; huddle in a main, a chief
Woe, world-sorrow} on an a~-old anvil wince and sine-Then lull, then leave off.

is the only one possible when we consider that "Spelt from

Sibyl~

Leaves" implicitly predicted a life of purification for Hopkins.
That sonnet depicted Hopkins as being aware that soon his thinking would be a torture for him, that his thoughts would Grind "in
groans" against themselves. 19 To consider th~tI: anything other
than an unpurified self is the cause of his suffering, especial-

ly after studying "Spelt from Sibyl's Leaves"

17 Ibid.
18 Ibid.
19

-Ibid., No • .32.

and

"Carrion Com-
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•

fort" is, in the words of Schoder, "to theorize in a vacuum.,,20
The final line of the octet describes the panic this
extreme suffering caused him.

His only thought is that he can

endure no more, that soon he must collapse and die.
erine'

Let me be fell:

for~~ ~:tS~~i~~~:f:~211ine-

The interpretation of the sestet, though difficult,
seems to be this:

Hopkins thought that it would be impossible

for him to suffer any more; yet when he saw that he must suffer
ore, the seeming contraLiction was too much for his mind.

In

no normal way of escape, he began to see only abnormal
These became

fOl?

him his

mountains; cl~£fS of fall
Frightful, sheer, no-man-fatholned.
he faced a new fear, namely, that his mind would soon break

20 Schoder, "Spelt," Thought, XIX, 640. That Schoder
thinks that sonnet No. 41 expresses a purification process is
clear from the following remarks. " • • • it is plausible that
he was allowed by God to undergo, as a purifying preparation for
yet higher things, a long period of trial similar to the "dark
night" of the mystics. That Hopkins was undergoing this painful
stage of the spiritual growth toward the end of his life seems
the only adequate explanation of many poems of this period. We
st study Spelt fram Sibll's Leaves and the "terrible sonnets"
against the actua~eo!ogIcal and ascetical background operative
in their author's mind. They are personal documents of the b1F)1est candor and intimacy. To interpret them without full reference to their religious background. • • 1s to theorize in a
vacuum."
21

Hopkins, Poems, No. 41.

22

Ibid.
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This fear he spoke of in his letters,23 but it is c~Js-

dOwn-

te.llized in "Nor does long our small Durance deal with that
steep or deep."

Abandoned to face such terrible suffering, Hopkins can

only do what any good man could do--look forward to the end of
life when his trials will be rewarded, look forward to sleep
when part of his trials w11l be over.

Here', creep
Wretch, under a comfort serves in. a. whirlwind: a121 .
Lite death does end and each day dies with sleep. ~
Thus .. if we compare No. 40 with No. 41, an advance can
be

noted in Hopkins's purification.

For in "Carrion Comfort"

although he faces despair and God's chastisements, his trial is
made easy tor him when God permits him to be inspired and strengthand by the thought that a loving Father is purifying him, chastising him, wrestling with him.

\fuereas in lio. 41 there is no

such inspiration, strengthening, and consolation.

Hopkins 1s

alone in his trials and his only consolation is the thought that
death

sleep are not too far away.

and

In this poem he indicates

that he is able to suffer even more than in No. 40.

~lis

sien of growth, and growth implies a lapse of time.

For that

reason

and

216.

is a

because No. 41 follows No. 40 in the manuscript, No.41

23

Hopkins, Further Letters, 109-101 Letters to Brid-

24

Hopkins, Poems, No. 41.

--
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llaS a slightly later date than No.

40.

•

Now that it has been shown that "Spelt from Sibyl's
Leaves" is first in the sonnet sequeoce. "Carrion Comfort" sec-

41

ond, and No.

as at least third, we move on to the next prob-

lem of this chapter, i.e., to determine the sonnet sequence ot

NOs.

44-47.
'l'he characteristics gleaned trom the interpretation of

the text of these four sonnets indicate that they were written
after Nos.

l~o

precedes No.

and

45,

41. Closer analysis indicates that No. 44that Nos 46 and 47 follow No. 4$, and that it is

impossible to show from internal evidence alone whether No.
prior to No.
No.

47
44

46

or ~ versa.
reads as followSl

To seem the strange~ lies my lot, my life
Amone strangers. Father and mother dear,
Brothers and sisters are in Christ not near
And he my peace my parting, sword and strife.
England, whose honour 0 all my heart woos, wife
To my creatine; thought, would neither hear
Me, were I pleading, plead nor do I: I weary of idle a being but by where wars are rife.
I am in Ireland now; now I am a.t a third
Remove. Not but in all removes I can
Kind love both give and:~et. Only what word
Wisest my heart breeds dark heaven's baffling ban
Bars or hell's spell thwarts. This to ho~d unheard,
Heard unheeded, leaves me a lonely beran.25
In the opening lines Hopkins states the theme of the
poem.

He is lonely.

25

First comes the thought that his tamily

~., No.

44.

is
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is separated from him by religion.

•

Then even Christ, for Wham

be left his family, is no longer a source of peace, but rather
is now a "sword and strite" to htm.
Secondly, the England which has been the "wife" to
bis creating thought and for whose honor he has been so zealous
is now in difficult straits both at home and in Ireland. 26 He
knows what is tor her good, but he also knows that she would
never listen to him.

Thus his zeal is frustrated, and he wearies

of being idle "where wars are rife."

Finally, he reflects that he is away from his beautiful land.

ne

finds it difficult, but not so much so that he

cannot find or glve love.
this:

Yet he has one complaint and it 1,

All the plans he has worked on, all the prayers he has

uttered to bring his family into the Catholic Church, to bring
back the Christ of peace in place of the Christ that is a sword
Q...1"ld strife to him, all these plans have been rejected by heaven
or thwarted by hell.

He is lett baffled. 27

He sees that he has

not taken one step towards mending the breaches that leave him so
lonely.

That is wb1 he says
Only what word
Wise.s t my heart breeds dark heaven's baffling ban
Bars or hell's spell thwarts·. This to hoard unheard,

26 Hopkins, Letters !g Bridses, 252, 256, 257.
27 Pick, HOEkins, 145.

•i

S8
Heard unheeded, leaves me a lonely began. 28
As is obvious from the first reading of the poem, here
there is not the same attitude of mind toward his trials as beIn No.

fore.

41

trol himself.

he was fl"81ltic, impatient. barely able to con-

But in this sonnet when we listen to his clear

narration of the trials that harassed him, we know and feel that
he has control of himself.

Fear and impatienoe have given ground

in his soul to wisdom and patience.

Wisdom snows him that Crll'ist

has now become the cause of his pain and anxiety.

He is patient

in this knowledge, he shows that he knows that the trial 1s for
his better.ment, and therefore does not fmpatlently plead
Comforter, where, where 1s your

com.forti~2?

Mary, mother of us where is your relief? '1

This wisdom and patience is a sign ot progress.

They

indicate that Hopkins is farther along in the knowledge of spir-

41.

For that reason

41.
No. 41

was written be-

itual things than he was when he wrote No.
this

II)

nnet was probably written after No.
Another reason for saying that

fore No.

44

is that No.

44

shows that Hopkins has been baffled

and bewildered for a long time, nruch

No.

41.

In No.

41

10:::1[;01'

than the Hopkins of

he suffers desolation, he is separated from

his Lord and left to his own devices.

28 Hopkins, Poems, No.
29 ~ •• No

41.

44.

In No.

44

he is not only

59
separated and left to his own devices, but he also suffers the
continual frustration ot seeing those devices fail to bring him
~lief.

Thus the sonnet indicates a further development in

Hopkins; tor not only has he grown in wisdom and patience, but
he has also experienced another phase ot sutfering, frustration.
Because No.

44 marks

an increase in spiritual matur-

ity and an increase in his sufferings, it should be considered

as subsequent to No.

41.

The ne:-:t sonnet for study Is No.

45.

It reads:

I wake and feel the tell of dark, not day.
What hours. 0 what black hours we have spent
This night\ what sights you, heart, saw; ways you wentt
And more must, in yet longer lleht f s delay.
With witness I speak this. But where I say
Hours I mean years, menn life. And my lament
Is cries countless, cries like dead letters sent
To dearest h1m that lives alas' away.
I am gall. I am heartburn. God's most deep decree
Bitter would have me taste: my taste was meL
Bones built in me, flesh filled, blood brimmed the curse.
Selfyeaat of' spirit a dull doup':p. sours. I see
The lost are like this, and their scourge to be
Aa I am mine, their sweating selves; but worse. 30
In this sonnet Hopkins recalls that he awoke one night
and was impressed with a bitterness that seemed to be part ot

the black night that surrounded him.

This bitterness, this

night, he perceives is to last for some time; and so he grieves,
tor he knows that the fr1Bhtful images and apprehensions he has
had this night are not to be taken from his mind by the absorb-

-

30

Ibid., No.

45.
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inS interests that day will bring.

Instead he must suffer until

peace and joy dawn in his soul.
what sights you, heart, saw; way§ you wentL
And more must, in yet longer light's delay.Jl
He admits that God has been wi th him, "Wi th wi tnes s I
speak this. tt.32
trial.

But his thought;.!! turn back again to his time of'

This night has been long, long as a year, long as a lif'e-

time, and his prayers to the only Person he 1s in love with are
treated as though they had not been uttered.
And my lament
Is cries countless, cries like dead lItters sent
To dearest him that lives alasL away.J)

He therefore recognizes that Christ is testing him still, still
seeing if he will serve without consolations.
Being deprived of' the consolations of' God, he is now
left with an acute awareness of' his own miserableness.
,ees is God's wlll.

This he

"God's most deep decree Bitter would have

me taste.".34 The reason f'or this "decree" he knows, too,

It ls

to purlfy him, to make him humble, less conf'ident in his own
powers--great as he knew them to be--and more dependent upon God.
Aware of' the purpose of these trials, he oalmly com-

.31
.32

Ibid.
-Pick,
Hopkins, 14.3 •

3.3

Hopkins, Poems,
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-

Ibid.

~lo.
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I

II

45.

II

II
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~
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•

pares Ius state to that of the damned whose greatest suffering
is the consciousness of their own depravity and baseness.

This

terrible self-consciousness is wlmt pains him so.
I see
The lost are like this, and their scourge to be3~
As I am mine, their sweating selves; but worse. ~

What indicates that this sonnet was written after No.

41

is the resignation found in the midst of such terrible suf-

fering.

Throughout his trial Hopkins is resigned and patient,

willing to stiffer, not fooled into thinking that his sufferings
are at an end simply because he recognizes the Author of them and

His purpose.

Love of God, faith in Him are singularly triumphant

in this sonnet because they keep Hopkins patient and res1.gned to

Godts forging and fashioning him into a holier man.
This patient calm and resignation in the midst of Buffering is not explicitly found in No.

41.

This 1.s not to say

that he was not resigned and patient 1n that sonnet, for he obviously was; otherwise he would have succtunbed to his trials.
But in No.
net.

41

his virtue 1s not as great as it is 1n this son-

There Hopkins was not strong enough to stand firm 1n the

tace of his trials, he tries to avoid them; he seeks for comfort
in his "whirlwind. ft36
But in No.

45

Hopkins shows that he has made progress

-

-

35 IbId.
36 ~.j No.

41.
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in the knowledge o£ God's ways with His children.

rea~izes

He

that he must surfer, and this realization is so great that he is
able to see that he would be slowing the purification process
necessary for his union with God i£ he were to £lee.

Of course,

he prays thathis.8ufferings be brought to an end, but his prayers
are tempered by patience and resignation.
and

They are sent again

again "To dearest him that lives alasl away."37

They are not

the prayers of an impatient and bewildered child that seeks comfort in the Holy Ghost: "Comforter, where, where is your comforting?lf3 8 and who then, hardly waiting for a reply, runs to
another source o£ consolation, "Mary, mother o£ us, where is
your relief?"3 8 and when this source of re£resbment also seems
to have run dry, finally turns to the quick and natural end of
its pain in death and sleep.38 N~ in this poem his prayers are
those of a wise and patient man who sees that he must pray and
must suffer.

That is precisely how the Hopkins o£ No.

trom the Hopkins of No.

41.

differs

This increased maturity distin-

guishes the two sonnets and indicates that No.
after No.

45

45

was written

45

follow No.

41.
Now that the reasons why Nos.

44

and

have been given, the next problem is the precedence between
them.

37 ~., No.

45.

38

41 •

Ibid., No.

41
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Internal evidence seems to indicate that No.
.ritten after No.

44.

For in No.

44

45

was

Hopkins says "Only what word

.isest my heart breeds dark heaven's baffling ban Bars or hellts

I
I

spell thwarts," indicating that he is contused at the continu-

I

:1

ance of his sufferings.

But in No.

45

there is no question ot

III
1111

III

"hell's

spel~

thwarting his prayers or heaven's "baffling ban"

11111
11111
11111

barring them from entrance into the court of God.

Rather,

II!I
'1111

III

Hopkins begins to undepstand that God has no intention of answer-

ing his prayers in the way he would prefer.

He sees that there

1111

II

'II
11I1111

'I!IIIIIII
11111111

is no question of a "baffling ban" but rather an inscrutable and

111111111
1111111
1111111

"deep decree" 39 that he, taste bi ttemess.

This awakening to the

'11111

fact that he must suffer. instead of pray himself out of suffering
i8 a significant development in Hopkins. s maturing process, and

therefore a sufficient reason for saying that No.
atter No.

45

was written
I I

44.
Perhaps the objection will be brought forth that the

argument from spiritual growth is false because it ignores the
ascetical training Hopkins surely received as a religious and
~rlest.

~O

Proof for this objection could be taken from sonnet No.

where he shows that he knows why he is being made to su.rfer.

l'here the answer he advances is "That 'f'tlY chaff might fly; my
;rain l1e, sheer and olear."40

-

39

40

-

Ibid., No.

45.

~., No.

40.
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This objection may be answered by saying that the

lowledge manifested in the above line is more notional than
~al, for as has been ahown,4l this solution was not convincing
lOUgh
~.

to carry him through the trials expressed in Nos.

41

and

Moreover, it is necessary to keep in mind that although

)pkins knew how to pray from his religious and priestly train19,

yet it would be a great mistake to say that he could in the

.dst of great emotional disturbance immediately and expertly
)ply the principles of that science to himself.
of

~able

80

Innets Nos.
~rofore

If he had been

acting, he would not have suffered so much; and

40, 44,

and

45

would never have been written.

it is more probable to say that he learned to solve

.s problems by a process of trial and error--his course of
laming being somewhat like this:

Firat, a terrible fit of

Isolation, then a quick recovery by having recourse to familiar
~ths

of the spiritual life, i.e. that God sends suffering to

lrify man, that God is a Father who chastises, that suffering
Isolation is something like wrestling with God (No.
'ter the recovery another attack comes (No. 41).

40).

Then

This is more

Ivere than the first for the double reason that it is unsusIcted and is not dispelled by the knowledge that conquered the
'evious attack.

Then he recognizes God's hand in the suffering•

41
_

-_l__

~

.though he still does not understand why they last so long,

See pages

50

and

51

o~

this thesis.
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44.

_bieh is expressed in No.

,err

•

Finally, the sufferings, though

intense, beoome bearable beoause he reoognizes that they are

from God and that it is God's unfathomable decree that he bear
tbem (No.

45).

If we distinguish between Hopkinsts notional

knowledge of the laws of the spiritual life and his experiential
knowledge of those laws, we can see that it is quite plausible
to say that the signs ot spiritual growth found in the sonnets
are also signs of the chronological relationships that the
sonnets have among themselves.

Thus if on? sonnet portrays Hop-

kins facing a problem more maturely than another sonnet shows
hlm in regard to that same problem, we have reason to believe
that the more mature action was described in poetry after the
less m.a ture •
The next problem to be considered in this chapter is
whether sonnets Nos.

46

41

and

were written after No.

41,

and

whether they are the last two poems in the sonnet sequence.
Neither No.
tore No.

41

46

41

nor No.

could have been written be-

because they both give evidence that Hopkins has

SUffered a long time and is at
of terrible desolation.

No.

last emerging trom his period

41,

on the other hand, has neither

of these oharacteristics.

In proof of this assertion certain

lines in the texts of Nos.

46

and

47

that indicate Hopkins's

Long-suffering and increased maturity oan be contrasted with
)ther lines in No.
:108.

41

which indicate a lack of these characteris-

66
The text for No.

46

•

reads:

Patience, hard thing' the hard thing but to pray,
But bid for, Patience is' Patience who asks
wants war, wants wounds; weary his times, h.is tasks;
To do without, takes tosses, and obey.
Rare patience roots in these, and, these away,
Nowhere. Natural heart's ivy, Patience masks
Our ruins of wrecked past purpose. There she basks
Purple eyes and seas of liquid leaves all day.
We hear our hearts grate on themselves: it kills
To bruise them dearer. Yet the rebellious wills
Of us we do bid God bend to him even so.
And where is he who more and more distils
DelIc10us k1ndness?--He is patient. Patience fillsl."
His crisp combs, and that comes those ways we know.~
One cannot miss the tone of calm assurance that fills
the sonnet from the first descriptive definition of Patience to
the last statement about the way we become patient.

Hopkinsts

descriptive words come fluently and carry certitude with them.

A

reader who takes the lines
Patience who asks
Wants war, wants wounds; weary his ti~!s, his tasks;
To do without, take tosses, and obey.~
in the context of Hopkins's life at this t!me can readily understand that he here speaks from a heart taught by experience.

The

office of teaching (for which he felt so unfit), the drudgery
of correcting so many examination papers, the constant and crippling melancholia he experienced, his being in a foreign land--all
I

these contributed greatly to his suffering.

God, meanwhile,

through Hopkins's superiors left him to face those sufferings as

______..J.L_2___..!!2Pk1ns,

Poems, No. 46.
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best he could.

Facing them, he learned what patience really was.

ge learned that suffering was absolutely necessary for becoming
patient.

He learned that weariness, work. privation, setbacks,

and obedience were conditions--the life giving soil--for the
roots of patience.

He learned that patience gives a new strength

to the soul, a strength which blocks out life's failures fram
the vision of the soul in order that the soul may take courage
and try for success again and again.
The tone of

caL~,

the strength, the assurance so evi-

dent in this sonnet contrast quite sharply with the restlessness,
the W8&01eSS, and confusion found in No.

41.

Lines like

Comrorter, where, where is your comforting!
Mary, mother of us, where is your relief?~j
illustrate his restlessness and confusion.

The last lines of

that sonnet show him in one of his weakest moments; it reads:
Herel creep,
Wretch, under a comfort serves in a whirlwind: all
Life death does end and each day dies with sleep.43
How sharply No.

46

contrasts with this can be seen

when Hopkins, instead of seeking to avoid suffering by fleeing
to death or sleep says,
We bear our hearts grate on themselves: it kills
Yet the rebelllo~ wills
Of us we do bid God bend to him even so.~

To bruise them dearer.

-

43

~., No.

41.

44

~., No.

46.
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From these line we see that Hopkins has arrived

~t

that spiritual maturity which enables him not only to bear
great suffering but to ask that that suffering be continued in
order that his will be bent into conformity with God's.
Therefore in this poem Hopkins shows by this further
development in maturity that he has suffered much since writing
NO.
ent.

41.

He understands what patience i8, and he himself is pati-

But not only is he patient, he also looks to the futUre

with calm hope--a disposition we have not found reflected by any

of the other Terrible Sonnets.
Towards the end of the sonnet Hopkins says,
And where is he who more and morp,.,distils
Delicious kindness?--He is patient.~
Here his comparison of God to a. bee distilling delicious honey
tor a future period of rest and feasting is an act of love and
confidence in God.

It shows that he looks upon God as working--

like the bee--to prepare an ecstaticly sweet reward for him who
is patient.

Then, too, his answer to the question "And where is

he etc." shows that Hopkins is confident, assured that just as
he himself is serving God in patience, so God is constantly add-

1ng to a great reward prepared tor Hopkins--divine, "delicious
kindness. If
Since the poem indicates that Hopkins has Buffered a

45

~.

..
long time and that he is spiritually more mature than he was
when he wrote No.
dence that No.

46

41,

was written after No.

Sonnet No.
ity than No.

41.

it seems certain from the internal evi-

47

41.

also exhibits a ereater spiritual matur-

Moreover No.

47

indicates that Hopkins has

suffered for a longer time than at the composition of No.
An

41.

analysis of the poem together with an interpretation will

show the validity of these remarks.

There follows No.

47.

own heart let me more have pity on; let
Me live to my sad self hereafter kind,
Charitable; not live this tormented mind
With this tormented mind tormenting yet.
I cast for comfort I can no more get
By groping round my comfortless, than blind
Eyes in their dark can day or thirst can find
Thirst's all-in-all in all a world of wet.
My

Soul, self; come, poor Jackself, I do advise
You, jaded, let be; oa1l off thoughts awhile
Elsewhere; leave comfort root-room; let joy size
At God knows when to God knows what; whose smile
ts not wrung, see you; unforeseen times rath~r--as skies
Betweenpie mountains--lights a lovely mile.4
It is clear from the first four lines that Hopkins has
suffered a long time, for he begs himself to be kind to his tormented mind; and he decides with resolution that his torm
mind should not live day after day constantly tormenting itself.
"Tol'mented • • • tormented • • • tormentine" is a clever way of
indicating his constant, continual, and painful mental sufferinc_
The repetition and the rhythm of the words approximate a throb-

46

-Ibid., No. 47

r
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bing and pulsing sowld which forces the reader to feel how constant and inescapable were Hopkins's sufferings.
The next four lines carry the reader farther away from
the relaxed and sympathetic mood with which the poem opened.

In

the lines "I cast for comfort etc." Hopkins describes the frustration he feels.

His purpose is to deter his anxious mind from

restless comfort seeking.

Comfort is not to be had by groping

round his "comfortles'world.
After recalling the frustration and restlessness which
he has so frequently experienced, he returns to the mood of sympathy.

He begins to

r~ve

pity on himself.

He gives wise advice:

"call off thoughts awhile Elsewhere; leave comfort root-room."
Hopkins has come to know that peace of mind is not to be found
in restlessly seeking for it.

Rather it is to be found, and it

is to grow to a great "size," in cherishing the thought that God
knows when to do what is best for Hopkins.
Then cames the line which shows quite clearly that he
has suffered a long time--many months from the composition of No.
41-- and indicates his increase in maturity since the writing of

No. 41.

He says, "whose smile's not wrung, see you."

HopkIns

had tried to wring a relieving smile from God by means of cries
"herds-1ong,"47 "cries countless, cries like dead letters sent

47

~., No. 41.

jill>
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To dearest him that lives alasl awaYe,,48

•

It is only after Hopkins had tried to force God by his
prayers and good works to brighten his life with joy that he
gained the experiential, not theoretical, knowledge that God is
not bound to bring him to perfection in the manner thought best
by himself.

Rather, the emile of God (which Hopkins has thought

of as being a more frequent need in his life) is to come to him
unpredicted and unsuspected, much like the unpredicted beauty of
varied colored skies lighting (or appearing) between mountains. 49
The contrast that comes fram placing the lines of No.

Comforter, where, where is your comf'ortin~?
Mary, mother of us, where iioyour relief?
My cries heave, herds-long;'
alongside the line of No. 47: "whose smile's not wrung, see you"
shows quite clearly the difference in the spiritual maturity.
There is more maturity in No. 47 because Hopkins has greater
control of his soul and greater understanding of the action of
God.

48
49

~., No.

45.

50

Hopkins, Poems, No.

In "Pied Beauty" (Hopkins, Poems, No. 13) Hopkins
shows that he loves that beauty which contaIns much pleasing contrast. Pied is used to classify that type of beauty. Aware of
this and~ fact that he relates betweenpie analogously to the
smile of God, we can say that his meanIng for betweenpie is: The
skies show pleasing and varied colors between the mountains.

41.

r
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So also No.1+-7 indicates that Hopkins has suffered
more and longer up to the point of its writing than up to the
writing of No. 41.

This is clear from the fact that mat.urity

comes with experience, and experience comes with time.

There-

fore, the greater the maturity, the greater the experience, and
so the greater amount of time needed for the acquirement of that
experience.

Since No. 47 is more mature than No. 41, we must con-

clude that a longer period of sufferinglies behind the inspiration of No. l1-7.

Moreover, since it is more mature and. manifests

a longer period of suffering than No. 41, we must conclude that
No. 47 was written after No. 41.
Thus far it has been shown that Nos. 44-47 were written
after No. 41

Moreover, since No.

41

was written after Nos. 40

and 32,51 it follows that Nos. 44-47 were written also after Nos.
40 and 32.
44.5 2

Internal evidence indicates that No. 45 follows No.

Consequently, the next questions to be posed are:

Nos. 46 and 47 written after Nos.

44

and

451

Were

and which was writ-

ten first, No. 46 or No. 471
First of all it can be shown that Nos. 46 and 47 were
written after Nos.

44

and 45, even though it is true that the

four sormets in question are veI"Y similar in that each poem manifests great suffering coupled with intelligent and patient

45,

51

See pages

55, and 56 of this thesis.

52

See pages 63-65 of this thesis.
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resignation.
In sonnet No.
thoUr~

44

Hopkins is patient in his sufferings,

not so much patient as baffled, and aware that Christ is

trying him.

This awareness and patience is evidenced by the

simple and affectionate way he speaks of Christ in the lines
Father and mother dear,
Brothers and sisters are in Christ not near 53
And he my peace my parting, sword and strife.
These same qualities of awareness, patience, and affection for Christ are found in No.

45.

And my lament
Is cries countless, cries like dead lotters sent
To dearest him that lives alasL away.~~
I am gall, I am heartburn. 500d'S most deep decree
Bitter would have me taste. 4
No.

46

also shows Hopkins suffering patiently and with

the awareness that a loving God permits that suffering.

He says

We hear our hearts grate on themselves: it kills
To bruise them dearer. Yet the rebellious wills
Of us we do bid God bend to him even so.
And where is he who more and more distils
Delicious kindness?--He is patient.55
These same qualities appear in No.

47

when Hopkins

encourages himself with the words
let joy size
At God knows when to God knows whatJ whose smile

53

Hopkins, Poems, No.

-

54 Ibid., No.
55 ill5!., No. 46.

44.

I"

'I
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not wrung, see you.56

Although the sonnets are much the same in the qualities
of suffering, patience, and resignation, yet Nos.

46

a characteristic which distinguishes them from Nos.

and

44

47

have

and 45.

This characteristic is revealed in the last lines of these four

gonnets.
As Nos.

44

and 45 end, Hopkins is still sutfering,

still patient, and unrelieved by anything approaching hope.
Only what word
Wisest my heart breeds dark heavents baffling ban
Bars or hellts spall thwarts. This to ho§rd unheard,
Heard unheeded, leaves me a lonely began.~7
Saltyeast of spirit a dull dough sours. I see
The lost are like this, and their scourge to be
As I am mine, their sweating selves; but worse. 58
But notice how differently Nos.

46

and 47 end.

And where is he who more and more distils
Delicious kindness?--He is patient. patience tillS
His crtsp combs, and that comes those w...... ·s we know. 59
whose smile
's not vnwung, see you; unforeseen times ratr;8r--as skies
Betweenpie mountains--lights a lovely mile.

m the conclusions ot these latter sonnets there is
56 ~., No. 47.
57 Ibid., No. 44.
58 Ibid., No. 45.
59 Ibid., No. 46.

-

60

-

ill,g,., No. 47.
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Hopkins is relieved.

~ope.

A new state has came upon him.

He

is no longer completely crushed and number by his sufferines.
He is able to advise and encourage himself with the knowledge
of what God wants of him, is doing to him, and of the reward God
will give him.

True, he knew all these before, but now his will

is strong enough to use this knowledge to his own advantage.
His sufferings are not taken away, but now he has some little
inspiration and light to make the darkness in which he has lived
less dark and more tolerable.
This change can be interpreted as a sign that Hopkins
was more mature when writing these sonnets than when he wrote
Nos.

~+

~itten

and

!~.

Therefore, it is also a sign that they were

after Nos.

44

and

~.

As for the priority of No.

46

or No.

47,

there is no

conclusive internal evidence which will solve this question.
has been seen, the two poems are very much alike.

As

Both indicate

that Hopkins has been suffering for a long time, that he is
patient in those sufferings, and that he has experienced some
feelings of hope.

The only appreciable difference between them

is the mild struggle with restlessness which Hopkins manifests
in No.

47I cast for comfort I can no more get
By groping round my comfortless, than blind
Eyes in their dark can day or thirst can f~~d
Thirst's all-in-all 1n all a world of wet.

61 Ib1d.
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However, just because the poem ends on a note

or

hope,

it cannot be considered as clearly showing either greater or less

maturity than No.

46.

In No.

46

Hopkins is less introspective

and meditates on what experience has taught him of patience.
In No.

47

he returns to his own sad self; but the catharsis,

hope, is fundamentally the same as that of No.

46.

Since the

catharsis is the final and prevailing mood in both poems, no
conclusive internal evidence can be advanced either for saying
that No.

47

was written before No.

46

or after it.

The final problem 1s to determine the place of No. 39
in the sonnet sequence.
for several reasons.

This problem has been left until last

F1rst, since 1t 1s dated August, 1885.

there is no reason for comparing it with Nos. 32,

40,

and

41,

since internal and external evidence indicate that those poems
were written before the May 1885 letter.

Secondly, since the

manuscript does not show No. 39 intruding anywhere among Nos.

44-47,

to think that llopkins wrote this poem at a point somewhere

between the writing of Nos.

44-47

would be to disregard the ob-

vious suggestion of external evidence.
written it between Nos.

44-47,

For if he had actually

one could rightly expect him to

have placed it in its proper position in the manuscript.

How-

ever, since it is not fotmd there, one must conclude that external evidence suggests that No. 39 was written before or atter
Nos.

44-47.
A third and final reason for conSidering this problem

77

..

last is that having studied and interpretd Nos. 44-47, it will
. be easier to consider whether No. 39 was written prior or subsequently to them.
Bridges gave No. 39 its title. 62

The text reads:

(The Soldier)
Yes. Why do we all, seeing of a soldier, bless him? bless
OUr redcoats, our tars? Both these being, the greater part,
But frail clay, nay but foul clay. Here it is: the heart,
Since, proud, it calls the calling manly, gives a guess
That, hopes that, makesbelieve, the men must be no less;
It fancies, feigns, deems, dears the artist after his art;
And fain will find as sterling all as all is smart,
And scarlet wear the spirit of war there express.
Mark Christ our King. He knows war, served this soldiering
through;
He of all can handle a rope best. There he bides in bliss
Now, and seeing somewhere some man do all that man can do,
For love he leans forth, needs his neck must fallon, kiss,

~~ec~c:~eC~!;t;~:~~.d~~f!s ~~rr~~-~~~e;~~~~~ ~~e~hi~~:63
In the octet HOfkins analyzes the human tendency to
bless and admire servicemen.
and sailorst

Vfuy do we so esteem our soldiers

We do so because, thinking the service a manly,

honorable thing, we precipitously judge the men in uniform to be
exactly what the service would have them.

We have idealized for

ourselves the service; and so the men who are in it become, by
our wishful thinking, ideals.

OUr heart does this for us.

fancies, feigns, deems, dears the artist after his art.,,64

62 !bid., 114.
63

64

-

Ibid., No. 39.

Ibid.

"It
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In the sestet Hopkins drops the study of the way
people look upon servicemen and begins to consider Christ as
having been a soldier and as now looking upon His own soldiers
_ho follow in His footsteps.

The analogy 1s that Christ looks

upon His servicemen just as we look upon ours, only with this
difference:

Christ appreciates this other service and the ser-

vicemen far more profoundly than we appreciate the military
service and its men.

"He knows war, served this soldiering
through; He of all can handle a rope best. ff65
To show how profoundly Christ appreciates what His followers bear for Him, Hopkins pictures Christ as watching some
poor struggling man doing all that he can do--and yet none too
That man, says Hopkins, wins Christ's deep love.

well.
love he

kiss."66

Christ

"For

leans forth, needs his neck must fallon,

That man wins His approval.

"0 Christ-done deedl

• • •

Were I come again • • • it should be th1s.,,67
After reading the poem carefully, one notices that it
seems to be quite impersonal.

There is no direct mention of

the trials and sufferings that Hopkins has been experiencing;
there is no reference to himself.
~ead

However, the poem must be

in the context of Hopkins's life.

65
66

It was written in August,

-Ibid.
Ibid.

-

67 Ibid.
---------------==~----------------------------------------------~
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1885 when--as was shown in Chapter II--Hopkins was in a period or
ereat trial.

With this in mind we can say with Pick that the

final lines of No. 39, "which he applied to all who struggle to
attain perfection, apply to him as well."68
Consequently the sonnet is a personal one.

It shows

Hopkins has suffered and is suffering, but it also seems to be
more similar to Nos. 46 and 47 than to Nos.

44

and 45.

It does

not have the intense suffering that 1s found in lines like
I wake and feel the fell of dark, not day.
What hours, 0 what black hours we have spent
6
This night' what sights you, heart, saw; ways you went' 9
or like the line "I weary or idle a being but by where wars are
rife"7 0 which we find in Nos. 45 and 44 respectively. Rather,
No. 39 manifests the control, the lack of preoccupation with selr,
the joy, and the familiarity with God found in Nos. 46 and 47.
The quoting of Christ is a bold and loving gesture.

to Christ-done deedl So God-made-flesh does tool
Were I come o'er againt cries Christ tit should be this'. 7l
The knowledge of asceticism found here reminds us or
"whose smilefs not wrung, see you"7 2 and"Patience fills His crisp

68

Pick, Hopkins, 150.

69

Hopkins, Poems, No. 45.

70

No. 44.
-Ibid.,
Ibid., No. 39.

71
72

-

-Ibid., No. 47.
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combs, and that comes those ways we lmow."73

.

For Hopkins shows

by daring to quote Christ that he knows Christ not only sees the

life he is living, but also loves him very much because he, like
Christ, is serving ttthis soldiering through."

He shows too, by

the tact that he ended the poem with this tone of love and joy
and consolation, that he is in a different, a better, state ot
soul now than when he concluded No. 45 with
I see
The lost are like this, and their scourge to be
As I am mine, their sweating selves; but worse. 74
Consequently, the tone of No. 39 is more like that
of Nos. 46 and 47, and so we say that it is most probable that
No. 39 was written at least after No. 45, and possibly after
No. 47.
To sum up therefore, internal evidence indicates that
No. 32 was WTitten first because of the anticipation of great
sutfering and inexperience with that suffering it portrays.
No. 40 follows next because it shows Hopkins in the first anguish
of the terrible suffering he had anticipated, and it depicts a
temporary and too sudden a recovery from that suffering.

No.

41

ranks third because of the reference to previous suffering (such
as that found in No. 40) and the turther development of the suffering antiCipated in No. 32.

73
74

-

Ibid., No. 46.
Ibid., No. 45.

No.

44

stands fourth because it

81
indicates that Hopkins has suffered a long time, is more mature,
and has more control of himself than he had when he wrote No.
No.

45

is fIfth because, as In No.

44,

Hopkins has suffered a

long time; but it has this added note of maturity:
baffled by the experience as he was in No.

44.

46,

45

and

47

41.

are certainly subsequent to No.

He is not as

Finally, Nos. 39,
because each de-

picts Hopkins in a more pleasant attitude toward the suffering
he is experiencing.

He is here able to derive pleasure from the

thoughts that Christ watches him, that God's smile will come in
time, that God is distilling "delicious kindness" for him.
Therefore internal evidence indicates the following chronological
order:

No. 32,

order, Nos. 39,

40, 41, 44, 45,
46, and 47.

and then in an

undete~ned

CHAPTER V
C01~CLUSION

The problem this thesis has attempted to solve is the
determination of the date and sequence of the Terrible

So~~ets.

The date of the sonnets--as was proved from external evidence in
Chapter ll--is the period extending from late 1884 to September
1. 1885.

Reviewing the evidence for this, we recall that the May

and September letters, in which Hopkins speaks of sonnets coming
"unbidden and against" his will or as "written in blood," can
only refer to sonnets Nos. 40, 41, 44-~7, and

39. For, remember-

ing that Hopkins always dated his works at the time of their
first draft, we know that those letters could not refer to the
sonnets dated after 1885; otherwise he would--in dating Nos. 48,

50,

and 51--have departed from his habitual practice.

We know,

too, that the letters could not refer to other undated sonnets,
viz., Nos. 34 and

56,

because they do not manifest the suffering

spoken of in the letters.

We also know that the letters do not

refer to sonnets dated earlier than 1885, first, because those
letters say that the sonnets were written at sometime recent to
the writing of the letters; and secondly, because the latest
sonnet written before the 1884-5 period was "Ribblesdale," which

82

83
~as

written in 1882.

It is obvious that the letters dld not re-

fer to that sonnet or to any written earlier than its date.
Therefore, the only sonnets to which the May and September letters could refer are Nos. 40, 41,

44-47,

and 39.

Since early drafts of No. 32 were found with Caradoc's
Soliloqul in the miscellaneous notes of 1884-5, and since we have
House's word that those drafts belong "to the end ot 1884 or the
beginning of 1885," we know that No. 32 was written before any
of the other Terrible Sonnets.

Therefore, the period in which

the sonnets were written can only be from the latter part ot

1884 to September 1, 1885.
We have seen trom

exte~al

first in the sonnet sequence.

evidence that No. 32 is

Internal evidence agrees with

this, tor No. 32 shows that Hopkins is anticipating great suffering but still has not yet experienced it.
Next we note that external evidence has put Nos. 40 and

41 ahead ot Nos.

44-47,

and

39. No.

40

also, in its tinal draft,

is found or. the same manusoript as the first version of No. 41.
\Vhen we refer internal evidence to these facts, we see that No.

40

portrayed Hopkins in the first stages of the trlal he had an-

ticipated in No. 32, and secondly, that it represented him as
recovering temporarily from that experience.

Then No. 41 depic-

ted him in even greater pain than when he wrote No.

40.

This

pain increased because his pangs were "schooled at forepangs,"
i.e., he could remember and compare the present suffering with

84 .
that which he had experienced in No.

40.

Therefore, internal

evidence is in harmony with the external evidence which places
No.

40

ahead of No.

41

in the sonnet sequence.

We noted that sonnets Nos.

44-47

corresponded to the

statements ma.de in the September letter; and we noted, too, that
they were on one manuscript unaccompanied by any other poems.
Since we are reasonably certain that there were no other drafts
of these poems, we ca.n say that they were written in the order in
which they we:re found.
Rega:rding the sequence of these sonnets, internal evidence shows two points rather clearly.
written after No.

41.

First, these sonnets were

This is true because each poem shows that

Hopkins has more control of himself, and that he realizes and resignedly accepts the fact that God is the author of his trials.
Whereas in No.

41

he is most impatient, and his motives for bear-

ing his trials are natural, viz., that sleep and death will soon
end them for him.
Secondly, internal evidence shows that a definitely
greater spiritual maturity is to be found in No.

44,

and a still greater in Nos.

In No.

44,

45

46, 47,

45

than in No.

and 39 than in No.

45.

Hopkins shows that he 1s no longer barfled, as in No.

at the continuance of his suffering.

Then in Nos.

46, 47,

and 39 we notice that Hopkins is not only content with his lot
of suffering, but also that he now experiences some relief and
joy.

He takes pleasure in the thoughts that God is lovingly

85
"

watching him and that God is lovingly preparing a great reward
for him.

Therefore we can say that the internal evidence o£ the

sonnets again agrees with the external.

The sonnets are found

uninterrupted in the manuscript, and they show a definite maturing process within the soul of Hopkins.
Finally, since No; 39 has the date of August, 1885, we
know that it was written near the time o£ the writings o£ Nos.
~+-47.

Whether it was written be£ore or a£ter these is a ques-

tion we cannot solve by means of external evidence alone.

In-

ternal evidenoe, however, shows that it was written in much the
same spirit as Nos.
of No.

45.

46

and

47

and in a different spirit £rom that

But since it is not round after No.

script, and since it is similar to Nos.

46

and

45
47,

in the manuwe can say

that it most probably was written after those two poems.

For

that reason it is placed last in the sonnet sequence.
Therefore, the Terrible Sonnets were written during the
period extending from late 1884 tc Soptember 1, 1885, and most
probably were written in the following sequence:

41,

44-47,

and 39.

Nos. 32,

40,

Consequently, it is now possible to know

preoisely whieh poems are the Terrible Sonnets.

Moreover, it is

now possible to observe a definite maturing process 1n Hopkinsts
soul and to compare the sufferings of this particular period of
his life with that of his last three years.

The chronological

problem of the Terrible Sonnets has been solved.

..
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